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E
HELLO AND GOODBYE: Alban and Herve at the handover ceremony on Sunday evening

PRIZE CONTEST:
Win a cup of coffee
at crust & crema
SEE PAGE 17

EATING OUT:
Live cooking
stations galore
SEE PAGE 11

XPERIENCED
hospitality
executive Alban
Dutemple has this week
taken over the hot seat
at one of the kingdom’s
most highly-prized
properties.
Alban has been appointed
general manager of the
Swiss-Belhotel Seef,
Bahrain replacing fellow
Frenchman Herve Peyre,
who was promoted to
become the company’s area
general manager, and is now

H O S P I TA L I T Y R E P O R T

By STAN SZECOWKA
editor@gulfweekly.com

on the move to Algiers.
The pair met members of
the media on Sunday night
for a handing over ceremony
at the hotel which stunned
the tourism sector recently
by beating famous five star
properties to the Bahrain
Tourism Food & Travel
Awards’ Hotel of the Year
crown.
Alban, 55, is under no
illusions that Herve will be

an easy act to follow but he
loves a challenge. “I feel
very excited and motivated,”
he said. “I applied for the
post and I’m very grateful to
Swiss-Belhotel International
for giving me the opportunity
to join the prestigious SwissBelhotel Seef, Bahrain
that has been consistently
recognised over the years as
the best hotel in the kingdom.
“I believe no task is easy
in the hotel business. Each
has its own peculiarities and
underlying challenges. The

beauty of our industry is no
matter how successful a hotel
is, there is always room for
improvement.
“The team at SwissBelhotel Seef in Bahrain
has done a tremendous job
in establishing it as one of
the group’s flagship hotels
in the region offering the
highest level of service and
standards. I look forward
to working closely with
the team to build on this
exceptional success.”
Turn to Page 2

GULFWEEKLY
readers are being
called upon to open
their hearts and
lend a helping hand
this holy month by
donating food to
the needy, as well
as joining the war
against waste, as
part of our annual
Ramadan appeal.
Your campaigning
community
newspaper has
linked up with charity
champions Feed the
Need to encourage
people, hotels
and corporations
to contribute hot
meals or everyday
grocery items such
as cooking oil, rice,
beans, lentils, eggs,
sugar and tea to be
distributed to those
struggling to make
ends meet.

See Page 10
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Experienced hotel hands
MAIN ATTRACTION: The Swiss-Belhotel Seef, Bahrain

FOND FAREWELL: Herve

From Page 1

Over what he describes
as a ‘long and beautiful
career’ spanning 40 years,
he has become both a
front and back of house
expert. A passion for the
hospitality and the food

and beverage industry has
taken him around the globe
supervising numerous global
pre-opening tasks with
assignments taking him
from Europe to South and
North America and to the
Middle East.

Working for some of
the biggest names in the
industry, including French
AccorHotel’s Sofitel and
Pullman brands, America’s
Starwood Hotels & Resorts
and Japan’s Nikko Hotels,
his last port of call was as

THIS RAMADAN JOIN MAZDA FAMILY
WITH UNBEATABLE OFFERS

STARTING FROM

STARTING FROM

BD7,750*

2.0L& 2.5L

STARTING FROM 2L

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY*

BD7,800*

STARTING FROM

2.5L

BD8,450*

2,5L TURBO

BD11,400*

1.6L& 2.0L

STARTING FROM 1.6L

BD6,250*

1.5L

STARTING FROM

BD6,600*

• SERVICE PACKAGE FOR 5YEARS OR
100,000KMS (WHICHEVER IS FIRST)
• EXTENDED WARRANTY FOR 5YEARS
WITH UNLIMITED MILEAGE
• REGISTRATION
• INSURANCE
• RUST PROOFING
• WINDOW TINTING

RAMADAN SHOWROOM TIMINGS:MORNING - 8:00 AM TILL 1:00PM
EVENING - 8:00 PM TILL 12:00MIDNIGHT

GM of the Leylaty Group in
Jeddah adding to his Gulf
regional experience after
spells in senior hotel roles in
Dubai.
“Though I have never
lived in Bahrain, I have
been visiting the country
over many years on
business matters,” Alban
explained. “We all know
continued investment in
tourism infrastructure is
transforming Bahrain’s
sector. It is wonderful
to be in the kingdom at
this exciting time. I love
the spirit and culture of
Bahrain and look forward to
discovering more about the
local customs and traditions.
“Saudi Arabia is no doubt
one of the biggest source
markets for our destination
and of high significance
for Swiss-Belhotel Seef,
Bahrain. Travel to Bahrain
from the neighbouring
kingdom will continue to
grow and thrive. Saudis love
to travel and explore and are
very knowledgeable in terms
of hospitality and food and
beverage concepts. Having
a good experience in the
Saudi market will help us to
customise the services and
meet their expectations.
“Bahrain, like the other
Gulf Countries, is a very
competitive and exciting
destination. There are
a lot of new hotels and
developments as well
as many new tourism
attractions. The challenge
is to differentiate from the
masses through innovation
and personalised service
– creating our own unique
identity.
“And this property is truly
outstanding in terms of
product and design. It offers
a fabulous range of facilities

WARM WELCOME: Alban

with world-class service
standards that translate into
memorable experiences and
excellent value for money
for our guests.
“The plan is to remain the
best four-star hotel in town
offering outstanding value
and to stay close to the local
community.
“Every day is a new day,
with new learning, new
collaborations, making
new friends, discovering
new cultures and meeting
new guests. The hospitality
industry is unique in every
aspect where a new story
awaits you around every
corner.”
Alban plans to create some
new stories here, to add to
the many he has made on his
travels.
“I am eager to meet with
all our friends, associates
and guests,” Alban added.
“I want to meet their
expectations. I believe
‘success is not created by
one person but by a team
that comes together as one’.
“I definitely have some
new ideas, however, but it
is too early to share those.
My objective is to first and
foremost assess the market
to see what our guests’
desire and how we can serve
them better.”
Born in Reims, he is
married with two children.
He met his Mexican wife,
Margarita, in 1993 when
he was an executive chef
and she was a manager
at the same hotel in
Mexico. She went on to
become a DeRose Method
yoga personal coach,
concentrating on high
performance and meditation.
Their son, Edouard, 23, is
studying renewable energy
at engineering school, and

their daughter, Paloma, 19,
is studying business and
management, both in Paris,
but as many living an expat
existence, they are children
of the world having been
born in Mexico and also
lived in the UAE and Brazil.
Herve is happy to leave the
property in safe hands. He
will be taking over as GM
of the new Holiday Inn Cheraga Tower in the capital
of Algeria.
“It was not an easy
decision to leave Bahrain,”
he admitted. “I spent five
years on the island and loved
the country. I leave behind
a lot of friends. Being in the
hospitality industry, I came
to meet many clients and
over time we moved from
a business relationship to a
true friendship.
“What is particular to
Bahrain is that it’s very easy
to connect with people and
to make friends. Things
are easier than many other
places. I valued my time
spent with Bahrainis and
members of the expat
community.
“We often say that
the people of Bahrain
are welcoming and
approachable. This is a
reality and I will add that
their kindness is something
very unique. Bahrain
is really safe and the
environment for the family
is second to none.
“I leave behind me a
fantastic team at the SwissBelhotel Seef and I’m
confident that with the
new management they will
continue achieving many
successes and accolades.
“I take this opportunity
to thank all my friends and
clients for a fantastic five
years in Bahrain.”
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Generating leaders
A NEW initiative has been
launched this week in
association with a prestigious
British university to help
develop the next generation of
leaders in Bahrain.
York University is now
offering places this summer
on a Leadership Development
Programme, aimed at 14 to
19-year-olds.
The programme has been
designed with vocational
skill development at its heart
such as how to manage and
motivate teams, delivering
exceptional performance,
change management,
negotiation and influencing
skills, meeting management,
presentation skills, customer
service, quality management,
leading with values, developing
positive mindsets and enriching
organisational cultures to
support staff alignment and
engagement.
Gaining a positive mental
mindset and taking personal
responsibility is at the core
of this two-week experience,
one of which is delivered in
Bahrain and the second at York
University in England.
David Collins, a well-known
and respected executive coach
and consultant in Bahrain,

has teamed up with the
university to come up with
the coaching-based initiative,
with this summer’s first York
University-Bahrain/UK
Young Leaders’ Development
Programme.
“We all want the best for
our young people,” explained
David, who boasts many years
of experience in developing
young leaders across the
globe, “but sometimes a
focus upon pure academic
achievement is not enough
to equip our youngsters to
be able to get the maximum
benefit from university, select
the right profession, make the
appropriate career choice or
make the best impression when
they get their first job.”
This programme will offer
just 12 young people from
Bahrain a one-week intensive
coaching experience in July,
followed by an optional
coaching and vocational
development week with York
University to continue their
leadership development and
increase their potential as
young professionals.
l For further details visit
www.smith-collins.com or
email david@smith-collins.
com
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REVIEW: Lycee Francais de Bahrain – Fanfare –
Cultural Hall

FANFARE was a glorious celebration
of the talents of both the multitalented
and multilingual French School
students and their director and
teacher Sadaf Karim.
The principal actors slid effortlessly
between French and English,
modifying their accents along with
the pace of their speech, during The
Lycee Francais de Bahrain’s latest
annual musical presentation at the
Cultural Hall in Manama last Thursday
evening.
All credit to them, especially George
Haddad who played the slightly
unworldly villain of the piece, Henri
Colline and his muse Caroline Paroo,
the librarian played by Karrele Honein.
Colline intends to con his victims
from the small town of Coudes
into starting a town band with all
the trappings, costumes as well as
instruments, of course, all bought from
him. Things soon start to go wrong …
not the least when he falls in love with
Caroline Paroo.
On one level the storyline was
(although beautifully acted) quite
irrelevant. As a means of show casing
the talents of the students and the
love they have for music and their
teacher Sadaf, the musical could have
not have been beaten.
I was so impressed by the
professionalism of everyone involved.
When the music for the opening

number was a verse ahead of the
singers and the piano decided to go
flat on one very important note, the
choir shrugged it off with élan and
Zyna Fawaz, the pianist, carried on
as if nothing had happened. Such
professionalism is rarely seen in
school concerts.
The entire show was fun to watch
and listen to, something that was lost
on certain members of the audience,
who shockingly talked their way
through every minute when their
‘darlings’ were not performing.
They missed so much.
Standing out was the stunning
solo by Grade 11 student Houssam
Akhnouche and the two dance
performances by Maria ElKhoury
and Manuela Javitte. The girls
not only performed magnificently

but choreographed their pieces
themselves.
The choir, emboldened perhaps by
overcoming an opening number glitch,
sang their hearts out with glee and
there were several other memorable
performances by singers and
musicians alike.
Another high note was the fact that
the event raised BD500 for Al Sanabel
Orphanage in Busaiteen.
Much credit has to go to Sadaf
who gives birth to a new show each
year, nurturing it from conception
to its explosion onto the stage and
along the way almost single-handedly
transforms the students in her care
into entertainers. Well done. Sadaf
and very well done Lycee Francais de
Bahrain’s students.
– Christine Hasan

UNMATCHED R AMADAN EXPERIENCE AT THE RITZ-CARLTON, BAHR AIN
Embrace Ramadan traditions this season by sharing memories with family and friends at The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain.
A promising and unmatched Ramadan experience awaits with a culinary journey of aromatic menus, enjoyed under our
luxurious new VIVA Masaya Pavilion. Call (+973) 1758 6499 or visit ritzcarlton.com/bahrain.
Iftar at BHD 25++. Ghabga at BHD 27++. Pergolas for a maximum of 8 guests at BHD 300++ including silver service of selected hot buffet
items and 3 complimentary shishas. Prices are subject to 10% service charge .and
10% government levy. Reservations are required.
.
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Make room, more to come!
H

OSPITALITY
hotspot Bahrain
has turned up
a notch in its quest to
attract more tourists to
the kingdom with the
recent announcement of
further newcomers into
the market.
The move comes as
the global hospitality
sector witnessed further
consolidation which will see
five star properties at both
ends of the island coming
under the same umbrella.
The Merchant House in
Manama, Bahrain, an allsuite boutique hotel, is set to
open its doors in September,
courtesy of international
hotelier Gordon Campbell
Gray - the first of 15 new
four- and five-star hotels
and resorts to open across
Bahrain in the next two
years, joining a wide range of
existing luxury brands.
Located next to the Bab al
Bahrain entrance to the souq,
it will be a boutique hotel
with 47 suites, each featuring
an open plan kitchen and
dining area, as well as open
plan sitting rooms which
have been designed for both
business and leisure visitors.
The ‘green garden’ rooftop,
described as a Campbell Gray
speciality, is where the main
restaurant will be located
with options to eat indoors
or outdoors. Its developers
describe it as a ‘small gem of
a hotel created for interesting
and individually-minded
cosmopolitan guests’.
Founder Gordon Campbell
Gray said: “We are so
looking forward to bringing
our special brand of
hospitality to Bahrain. We
are confident that with its
central location, beautiful
facilities and comfortable allsuite accommodation it will
be rather special, and we are
eager to welcome our first
guests through the door.”
Fresh from opening
the 174-room Jumeirah
Royal Saray in Bahrain in
Seef, Jumeirah Group, the
global hospitality company
and a member of Dubai
Holding, has signed a hotel
management
agreement to
ABC Advert 5X26cm.pdf
operate another luxury hotel

HOSPITALITY REPORT

By STAN SZECOWKA
editor@gulfweekly.com

and spa within the first phase
of a new project.
The Al Sahel development,
to be complete within two
years and a destination
boasting 1.25km of pristine
coastline, aims to help drive
tourism to the southwest
coastal region of the
kingdom.
José Silva, Jumeirah’s
CEO, said: “With a distinct
secluded beachfront
ambiance, the Jumeirah Al
Sahel Resort will offer 207
keys between the luxury hotel
and villas, where guests will
be able to enjoy our state-ofthe-art spa, as well as a range
of dining, retail and sporting
amenities all set within a
stunningly designed resort.”
Khalid Al Rumaihi,
chairman of Al Sahel Resorts,
believes it will add something
new to the market. “Being the
first of its kind in Bahrain,
coupled with the high quality
and variety of services and
amenities on offer, it will
allow us to capture the
‘longer-stay’ segment of
visitors,” he added.
Plans are also progressing
to open a Shangri-La Hotel
in Bahrain Marina in four
years’ time. It will include
250 hotel rooms, 150 one
to three bedroom suites,
eight beach chalets and 21
waterfront villas. In addition,
it will feature extensive
recreational facilities and
meeting facilities including
five restaurants, a rooftop
lounge, private beach, two
outdoor pools, health club,
kid’s club and a ballroom.
The first phase of the
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ARTIST’S IMPRESSIONS: How the Shangri-La Hotel in Bahrain Marina will look, and below, inside The Merchant House in Manama

Bahrain Marina project,
which runs on the eastern
coastline of Manama, is
expected to be completed by
2020. As well as the coming
five-star luxury hotel, the
mixed-use development will
include freehold apartments
and villas, a shopping
district, fully-integrated
family entertainment and
educational centre and a
recreational waterfront, along
with a yacht club.
Abdulrahman Yusuf bin
Yusuf Fakhro, chairman of
Bahrain Marina Development
Company, said: “The
Shangri-La name will
undoubtingly attract tourists
from all across the world, and
more importantly provide job
opportunities for promising
Bahrainis.”

Shangri-La International
Hotel Management’
president & COO, Oliver
Bonke said: “Bahrain is a
country with a rich history,
beautiful nature and an
innate sense for hospitality.
Shangri-La, as a brand,
has a long-standing history
of delivering its unique
approach to Asian hospitality
along with a commitment
to celebrating nature and
the arts. Additionally,
Shangri-La, as a company,
has extensive experience
in developing multi-use,
integrated developments.
We currently operate
marinas, shopping centres
and restaurants, so we are
sensitive to the complexities
and opportunities associated
with a development like the

landmark Bahrain Marina.
We believe that ShangriLa’s values and products
will support the kingdom’s
buoyant tourism sector. We
are excited to be part of
this development and look
forward to welcoming world
travellers as well as the
citizens of Bahrain to this
destination.”
Hong Kong-based
Shangri-La Hotels and
Resorts have been eyeing
up the kingdom for some
time. Its president & COO
Oliver Bonke said: “Bahrain
is a strategically important
destination for Shangri-La
Hotels and we are delighted
to partner in this opportunity
with Bahrain Marina
Development Company.
“Bringing the iconic
Shangri-La Hotel brand to
Bahrain will strengthen the
destination as well as further
enhance brand recognition in
the region.”
The Bilaj Al Jazayer
development will have a
flagship Fairmont Hotel along
Al Jazayer Beach, another
unchartered new tourism
destination in the south west.
Bahrain’s tourism sector
witnessed rapid growth in
2017, with the total number
of tourists visiting increasing
by 11.9 per cent.

Meanwhile, the awardwinning Mövenpick Hotel
Bahrain, near the airport in
Muharraq, which recently
won a 2018 Best Business
Hotel accolade and is about
to undergo major renovation,
as reported in GulfWeekly,
will soon become linked to
the Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq
Thalassa Sea & Spa, amongst
other hotels in the kingdom.
France’s AccorHotels, has
agreed to buy Movenpick
Hotels & Resorts for around
BD211m as CEO Sebastien
Bazin pushes his expansion
drive.
He said: “Its EuropeanSwiss heritage is a perfect fit.
By joining the group, it will
benefit from AccorHotels’
power, particularly in terms
of distribution, loyaltybuilding and development.
This transaction illustrates
the strategy we intend to
pursue … to seize tactical
opportunities to strengthen
our positions and consolidate
our leaderships, as well as
leverage our growth.”
As well as the Sofitel,
AccorHotels currently has
the Mercure Grand Hotel
Seef, Hotel Novotel Bahrain
Al Dana, Hotel ibis Seef
Manama and the Hotel ibis
Styles Manama Diplomatic
Area under its umbrella.
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D

INERS are set to
be taken on an
opulent journey of
the senses this Ramadan
as one of the leading
five-star hotels opens
a sparkling pavilion
overlooking the sea
designed by a celebrated
scenographer.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s
stunning octagon-shaped
structure called Masaya,
which means ‘evenings’ in
Arabic, has been constructed
on its gazebo lawn area
between its famous villas.
High class weddings have
been staged in the vicinity
and now families breaking
their fasts will be able to
experience the luxurious
setting.
Jean-Paul Dantil, general
manager of The Ritz-Carlton,
Bahrain, said: “We’re always
looking for ways to innovate
the guest experience and this
year’s pavilion does just that
- with opulent décor and a
prime location amongst our
beautiful Seaside Villas for
endless views off the Arabian
Gulf.
“The pavilion this year is
also double the size of last
year and will again offer
aromatic menus by our
award-winning team of RitzCarlton chefs to surprise
and delight all guests who
arrive.”
The VIVA Masaya
Pavilion is a custom-made
steel structure that is 40m
wide and 15m high which
its scenographer Ammar
Basheir said will create a
‘one-of-a-kind experience’.
He told GulfWeekly:
“Masaya was inspired
by an opulent Arabian
courtyard. I wanted to add an
architectural element to this
year’s concept stepping away
from the traditional cliché
of a Ramadan crescent and
typical expected Arabesque
theme.
“What inspired me is a
simple arabesque motif that
has been deconstructed and
redesigned into an abstract
arch shape that connects the
whole tent together.
“The holy month of
Ramadan is all about getting
together and being closer
so the final connectivity of
the overall shape will reflect
in a much cosier seating
and atmosphere. Also, the
difference to last year’s tent
is the fact that this is not a
tent, it’s a pavilion!”
The large scale modular
structure, which boasts 16
golden-hued arch windows
offering stunning views
of palm trees and the sea,
features custom-made
copper lanterns that were
manufactured by a group of
artisans in Morocco.
Ammar also added 15
custom-made 4m high handbeaded sparkling Swarovski
columns to emphasise the
elegance of his design.
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The colour theme that runs
throughout the majestic
marquee includes gold,
silver, aubergine and emerald
green.
“The rich colour palette has
been used to accentuate the
magnificent arches that are
individually lit,” explained
Ammar. “The addition of
solid green marble tables and
luxury leather chairs create
a glamorous setting for the
perfect Ramadan evening.”
Over the years, Ammar,
who graduated in interior
design in London, has carved
out a niche for himself
as the ‘go-to-designer’ of
atmospheric spaces for some
of the region’s VIPS and
celebrities.
He has worked on diverse
projects such as Al Othman’s
fashion retail house
boutiques in Kuwait, Bahrain
and London, in addition to
a number of exhibitions at
Bahrain’s National Museum
and the Post Office Museum
in Bahrain.
Ammar had also landed
an internship in the design
department of Harvey
Nichols in 2003 and three
years later he was able to
launch his career in Bahrain.
He was a consultant for
La Fontaine Centre for
Contemporary Art and
helped redesign the centre’s
exhibition galleries as well as
its award winning restaurant.
In 2007, his exhibition
set up at La Fontaine to
showcase the work of
award-winning Iranian
photographer Reza caught
the attention of Shaikha
Mai bint Mohammed Al
Khalifa, president of Bahrain
Authority for Culture and
Antiquities, who later
commissioned him to design
the space for the opening
performance of the Spring of
Culture that year.
This was the first of many
projects he worked on.
For most of his projects,
all the design elements
are fabricated in Bahrain
NEW DESIGNS:
Ammar and, above,
inside the pavilion

and shipped to various
destinations.
Ammar sees his work as a
form of ‘cultural diplomac’
as he realised that design
can be a powerful tool to
bridge cultures and expose
diverse audiences to the
craftsmanship that can be
found in Bahrain.
He began travelling with
Shaikha Mai to create
installations and kiosks for
Bahrain at the Frankfurt and
London book fairs and she
challenged him to grow as a
designer and to come up with
innovative ideas.
Ammar said: “She taught
me that anything is possible
and most importantly not to
only think outside the box,
because there shouldn’t be
one at all in the first place!”
Now diners can enjoy
Ammar’s golden arches and
grand design for iftar from
sunset to 8pm and for the
Ghabgha dinner from 9pm
to 2am. Guests can be seated
in the private pergola dining
area which can accommodate
eight or in the regular seating.
There are seven pergola areas

and in total can accommodate
606 people in the pavilion.
During the evening
feasts, which will be dished
out by Executive Chef
Christian Knerr and his
team, guests will enjoy
nightly entertainment while
indulging in a buffet offering
cuisine from the resort’s 11

award-winning restaurants.
It will include flavours of
traditional Arabian cuisine
along with modern fare from
the Eastern Mediterranean,
Asia and Mexico regions.
The Iftar is priced at
BD25++ and the Ghabga
is BD27++. The pergola is
BD300++ and will offer a

silver service of selected
hot buffet items and
other benefits. Follow the
Ramadan celebrations on
Instagram @masayapavilion
and #MasayaRamadan
and to book a table contact
17586499.
l Ramadan Guide:
Pages 8 & 9
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zinger
deals

Zahra’s

Putting Bahrain’s supermarkets under the spotlight and searching for the best deals

Al Jazira Supermarket
Zinj
Beddicks mint collection 200gm –
BD2.475
With love assorted fruit creams
150gm – BD 4.995
Summer down peppermint 200gm
– BD3.800
Walkers salted caramel thins –
BD1.200
Summer down peppermint CR
200gm – BD3.800

Lulu Hypermarket
Al Mashmoom Basmati rice 20kg –
BD11.490
Pena Branca whole chicken 1.1kg x
2pcs – BD1.690
Lulu Sunflower oil 1.8ltr 2pcs –
BD2.150
Folgers classic roast coffee 11.3oz –
BD2.490
Hutesa olives plain 550gm assorted/
pc – BD0.890
Harvest coconut water 500ml 3pcs –
BD0.990
Delmonte fruit cocktail 227gm 6pcs –
BD2.790

Jawad Supermarket
Americana super ground mutton
4’s – BD1.615
Emborg Green Peas 450gm +
Mixed Veg 450gm– BD0.950
Nature Valley granola bar apple
crunch – BD1.100
AlFares rice flour 3x400gm –
BD0.525
AlFares sago seeds 3x400gm –
BD0.625

Carrefour Hypermarket
Quacker oats 500gmx2 pcs –
BD1.290
(My Club members: BD1.100)
Al Osra sugar 5kg – BD1
(My Club members: BD0.850)
Aquafina water 200mlx20 pcs –
BD0.675
Saudia tomato paste 1.5gmx8 pcs
– BD0.775
Noor UHT milk 1ltrx6 pcs –
BD1.990
(My Club members: BD1.690)
NOTE: This offer is available in Carrefour Hyper
Market until Tuesday. (There is a promo selling
price + special price for My CLUB members)

Store aims to help new parents with card
A LEADING baby and child retail
chain aims to help families cope
with the expense of parenthood
with money-saving rewards.
The UK’s Mothercare, which
first opened in 1973 in Bahrain
by Al Rashid Group, a division of
Landmark Group, has launched
a subset of its popular Shukran
loyalty card called Mothercare
Select.
Shoppers spending BD150 in
a year at any of its stores will
automatically be enrolled in the
programme which will offer
customers 10 per cent cash-back
every time they shop on every nonpromotional product, as Shukran
points.
Ruban Shanmugarajah,
Mothercare/babyshop chief
operating officer- retail, told
GulfWeekly: “The value for money
proposition is very strong and
important to our customers. We
thought what better time than
around Ramadan, the season for
giving, to introduce something new
especially as we’re celebrating 45

HELPING HAND: Mothercare at Centrepoint and, below, Ruban

years in the market in September.
“This is our way of saying thank
you for your loyalty for four

decades. We are serving second
generation of parents here in
Bahrain. The children of mothers
that grew up with Mothercare
are now mothers themselves and
coming into the store.”
There are plans to introduce
a ‘shopper of the month’ prize
initiative for card holders soon.
Mothercare has two standalone
stores located in Segaya and
Marina Mall and three open
at Centrepoint in Oasis Mall
Muharraq, Oasis Mall Riffa and
in City Centre Bahrain. Another
Mothercare will open in August at
Oasis Mall Juffair.

GulfWeeklyBookClub – in association with The Bookcase
BOOK OF THE WEEK – GOOD NIGHT STORIES FOR REBEL GIRLS, ELENA FAVILLI & FRANCESCA CAVALLO, 9780141986005
PARTICULAR BOOKS (RANDOM PENGUIN HOUSE) BD9.800 for members of Gulf Weekly Book Club
WHAT if the princess didn’t marry Prince
Charming but instead went on to be an
astronaut?
What if the
jealous step-sisters
were supportive
and kind?
And, what if the
queen was the one
really in charge of
the kingdom?
Good Night
Stories for Rebel
Girls introduces us
to 100 remarkable
women and their
extraordinary lives, spanning from Elizabeth I
to Serena Williams , Ada Lovelace to Malala,
Amelia Earhart to Michelle Obama (and the
list goes on ...) including illustrations from 60
artists across the world.
Empowering, moving and inspirational,
these are true fairy tales for heroines who
definitely don’t need rescuing.
Starting out as a Kickstarter campaign in
April 2016, the book has been both a Sunday
Times and New York Times bestseller,
described as having ‘wonderful stories’ and
being ‘beautifully illustrated’.
The authors said that the stories we have
told girls so far have offered them a ‘very
narrow representation of who they can be’
as have the illustrations accompanying the
stories. They said: “This reflects a lot of selfdoubt and the feeling of being constantly
wrong, which plagues girls in school first, and
later in the workplace. We feel the time has
come to start changing the narrative around
femininity, this is what Good Night Stories for

Rebel Girls is about.”
This truly inspirational set of biographies
deserves a place on all children’s
bookshelves, be they boys or girls.

READ IT NOW IN PAPERBACK

ELEANOR OLIPHANT IS COMPLETELY
FINE, GAIL HONEYMAN
9780008172145 (HARPER COLLINS)
BD4.400 for Gulf Weekly Book Club
members
GAIL Honeyman’s
Eleanor Oliphant is
Completely Fine has
breezed into the UK
Official Top 50 Number
One spot in recent weeks
and continues to sell
copies galore.
After just four weeks
on sale, the paperback
topped 100,000 copies
sold – one of the fastest-selling debuts in the
format in the last 10 years.
The hardback was a debut bestseller and
Costa First Novel Book Award winner for
2017, so now is your chance to read it in
paperback. The story goes:
Eleanor Oliphant has learned how to survive
– but not how to live. She leads a simple life.
She wears the same clothes to work every
day, eats the same meal-deal for lunch every
day and buys the same two bottles of vodka
to drink every weekend.
Eleanor Oliphant is happy. Nothing is
missing from her carefully timetabled life.
Except, sometimes, everything.
One simple act of kindness is about
to shatter the walls Eleanor has built

around herself. Now she must learn how
to navigate the world that everyone else
seems to take for granted – while searching
for the courage to face the dark corners
she’s avoided all her life.
Change can be good. Change can be bad.
But surely any change is better than … fine?
An astonishing story that powerfully
depicts the loneliness of life and the simple
power of a little kindness.

MY FAVOURITE
READ OF THE WEEK

THE LAST TUDOR, PHILIPPA GREGORY
9781471133077 (SIMON & SCHUSTER)
BD4.400 for Gulf Weekly Book Club
members
HOW long do I have?’ I
force a laugh.
‘Not long,’ he says
very quietly. ‘They have
confirmed your sentence
of death. You are to be
beheaded tomorrow. We
don’t have long at all’.
Jane Grey was Queen
of England for nine days.
Using her position as
cousin to the deceased king, her father and
his conspirators put her on the throne ahead
of the king’s half-sister Mary, who quickly
mustered an army, claimed her crown and
locked Jane in the Tower.
When Jane refused to betray her Protestant
faith, Mary sent her to the executioner’s block.
There Jane turned her father’s greedy, failed
grab for power into her own brave and tragic
martyrdom.
‘Learn you to die’ is the advice that Jane

Join the FREE
Gulf Weekly
Book Club in
association
with The
Bookcase
by emailing
bookclub@
gulfweekly.
com with your
contact details.
gives in a letter to her younger sister,
Katherine, who has no intention of dying. She
intends to enjoy her beauty and her youth and
find love. But her lineage makes her a threat
to the insecure and infertile Queen Mary
and, when Mary dies, to her sister Queen
Elizabeth, who will never allow Katherine
to marry and produce a potential royal heir
before she does.
So when Katherine’s secret marriage is
revealed by her pregnancy, she too must go
to the Tower.
‘Farewell, my sister,’ writes Katherine to the
youngest Grey sister, Mary. A beautiful dwarf,
disregarded by the court, Mary finds it easy
to keep secrets, especially her own, while
avoiding Elizabeth’s suspicious glare.
After watching her sisters defy the queen,
Mary is aware of her own perilous position
as a possible heir to the throne. But she is
determined to command her own destiny and
be the last Tudor to risk her life in matching
wits with her ruthless and unforgiving cousin,
Elizabeth.
Fans of Gregory’s popular historical (and
immaculately researched) fiction will not be
disappointed with this latest offering.
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FinTechFocus
Editor Stan Szecowka takes a look at the world of financial technology and beyond...

Boosting start-up ecosystem
@tamherebh

F

INTECH came under the spotlight
necessary regulations and pushed the industry
at the highly-successful Gateway
to start looking at this and introduce changes
Gulf Investor Forum in Bahrain
we think will help the economy at large.”
fresh on the heels of news that new
Bahrain’s ecosystem has benefitted from
funding avenues are to be opened for
a number of major economic reforms in
innovative young businesses.
recent years, including a reduction in the
Following instructions from His
minimum capital required for
Royal Highness Prince Salman
starting a business, measures to
bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the
enable onshore crowd-funding
Crown Prince, Deputy Supreme
in conventional and shari’aCommander and chairman of the
compliant finance, plus the
Bahrain Economic Development
introduction of a regulatory
Board (EDB), the Bahrain
sandbox for FinTech.
Development Bank (BDB)
These advances were reflected
launched a $100m Venture Capital
in the recent Global Startup
Fund of Funds aimed at boosting
Ecosystem Report, released by
the start-up ecosystem in Bahrain
the Global Entrepreneurship
and the Middle East.
Network and Start-Up Genome,
NEW FUNDING: HRH
The Al Waha Fund of Funds
which included Bahrain in global
The Crown Prince
will invest in venture capital funds
‘ecosystems to watch’ in both
that have a presence in Bahrain – providing
FinTech and gaming. Bahrain was the only
additional capital to those supporting start-ups. Arab country to be included in either list.
It was launched at the forum.
The new fund launch will provide further
One session at the forum specifically focused stimulus. Khalid Al Rumaihi, the EDB chief
on FinTech and Blockchain, the software
executive, said:
that first emerged as the system underpinning
“This is very exciting news for the start-up
digital – or crypto – currency.
ecosystem both here in Bahrain and across the
The Central Bank of Bahrain’s Governor
Middle East.
Rasheed Al Maraj said: “When we first started
“We know that access to capital is one of the
looking at FinTech, the biggest hurdle was the
biggest constraints on growth for start-ups, so
fear factor. For any regulator to think about
this fund will help businesses in Bahrain and
change in the landscape can bring anxiety
across the Middle East to get access to the
because naturally we target certainty, so we
capital they need to expand.”
avoid risk that can prevent financial instability,
As well as providing additional capital to
but what we decided at the CBB is that this
regional start-ups, the fund is expected to
technology is of immense benefit.
help attract additional venture capital funds to
“That’s why we took the dive and made the
Bahrain.

In store savings when shoppers use app

EMBRACING CHANGE: Executives from Lulu, Batelco and AFS at the launch celebration

SHOPPERS can now use their smartphones
to pay at the checkout counter following
a partnership between bwallet and Lulu
Bahrain Hypermarkets to provide secure
and convenient cashless payments … with
special rewards included.
Users will get a five per cent cashback
on all purchases by scanning a QR code to
complete purchases.
As reported earlier, bwallet was launched
earlier this year by FinTech enabler AFS, in
partnership with telecom giant Batelco.
Director of Lulu Group, Juzer Rupawala,
said: “bwallet is a great FinTech payment
solution that will enable customers to

move with the times in their commercial
transactions. Lulu Hypermarket has always
been quick to embrace change and modern
solutions and we are very happy to partner
with bwallet for our customers.”
Mohamed Kaleem Ulla, regional director,
Lulu, Ameer Nasralla, senior product
marketing manager, product development
content & digital, Batelco, Juzer Rupawala,
director, Lulu Group, B. Chandrasekhar,
CEO, AFS, Shiraz Ali, director of
frictionless payments business, AFS and
Stuart, operations manager, Lulu, cut the
cake at an inauguration ceremony held at the
Galleria Mall store in Zinj.

MOVING FORWARD: A session in progress during the Gateway Gulf Investor Forum

British Club

Wednesday 16 May 7pm
Great prizes RAFFLE
Head to the Tent for the ...

A
C
P
S
B
Z
I
U
Q
T
H
G
I
N
Come and have a go if you
think you're clever enough!

BD5 per person

Contact Kate 3773 3415
or Rachel 6660 8901
for more information

(teams of 6 maximum)

All proceeds go towards running the AWC Shelter
and funding our free CNR scheme for cats and dogs

@bspca
BSPCA - Bahrain Thrift Shop

@bspca_bh

www.bspca.org
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Canada okays $27bn complex

Aramco plans to spend $334bn
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THE Four Seasons Hotel
Bahrain Bay invites guests
during the holy month to break
their fast at the Al Bahrain
Ballroom, featuring a buffet with
a wide selection of traditional
Bahraini fare prepared by
Executive Chef Hyung Gyu
Kim and Executive Pastry Chef
Imad Boukli.
Iftar will take place every
day from sunset until 8pm,
and Ghabga daily from 9pm
until 2am. A live band will
play traditional music in the
Ramadan tent.
Priced BD26++ for Iftar
inclusive of soft beverages and
Arabic coffee, and BD13++
for kids between five and 12
years old. Ghabga is BD28++
inclusive of buffet beverages,
and BD14++ for kids between
five and 12 years old. Kids
below five years old enter
free, and 13 years above are
full price. Groups of minimum
30 people pay BD23++ per
person for Iftar inclusive of
beverages and BD25++ per
person for Ghabga exclusive of
beverages.
A large section within the Al
Bahrain Ballroom will feature a
kid’s club hosting fun activities
as part of the hotel’s Kids For
All Seasons Club. On the 15th
day of the holy month, the hotel
will be celebrating Gergaoun
with children, staging a fashion
show and entertainment from
a traditional band, from sunset
until 8.30pm.
The Bahrain Bay Kitchen will
be hosting a three day brunch
buffet during Eid Al-Fitr with
brunch buffet, live cooking
stations, and a vibrant family
atmosphere. Priced BD28++
including soft beverages
or BD38++ with selected
beverages.
For reservations call 17115500.

Experience tradition this
Ramadan at The Sheraton
Bahrain Hotel with Iftar at the
Awal Ballroom, boasting a
traditional Arabic décor, dishes,
juices, and a dates corner and
crepe station for all guests
to enjoy. Iftar buffet is served
from sunset to 8.30pm. Priced
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Guide

Listings, lifestyle, travel, entertainment and sporting events by Anna Romanska

BD16++ from Sunday to
Wednesday, and BD17++ from
Thursday to Saturday. Children
from four to 12 years old
charged BD8.5++, and below
four years old dine for free.
The hotel will be serving a daily
Ghabga at Al Safir Restaurant
from 9pm to 2am, priced
BD12.9++ for adults.
For reservations, call 17533533
or book online at www.
sheratonbahrain.com
The Diplomat Radisson Blu
Hotel, Residence and Spa,
is hosting a curated Iftar at
Bahrain’s first rooftop venue, Al
Fanar, during the holy month,
featuring Arabian dishes and
an overlooking view of the
skyline of Manama. Priced
BD14net per person.
The hotel also invites guests
to enjoy a unique dining
experience with Ghabga at
Blu, to enjoy a warm Bahraini
hospitality ambiance. Priced
BD14net per person.
Special group packages are
available for ten guests and
above.
For details, call 17531666
or email sales.diplomat@
radissonblu.com
This year, celebrate Ramadan
at Al Murjan Ballroom in The
Movenpick Hotel Bahrain, with
an Iftar buffet and live cooking
stations, from sunset to 10pm.
A designated beverage station
will also be serving a range of
classic Ramadan juices such
as tamarind, Vimto and jallab.

Priced BD19net per person
inclusive of Ramadan
beverages. In the spirit of the
holy month of giving, BD1 will
be donated from all bookings to
a Muharraq charity fund.
Also, during this month, two
lucky winners will win a roundtrip ticket to any destination,

sponsored by KLM.
For more information, call
17460017 or email hotel.
bahrain.fb@movenpick,com
The Elite Seef Residence &
Hotel is celebrating the holy
month with Iftar every evening
at Oasis and Il Giardino with

an unlimited international
and oriental buffet with soft
beverages. Priced BD7.990++
per person and BD3++ for
children.
The hotel will also host a daily
Ghabga with a Ghabga platter
available for two or per family,
and live entertainment. Priced
BD14++ per person or BD16++
for two adults and two kids.
For details, call 17583388.
Enjoy Iftar and Ghabga at Elite
Resort & Spa’s Noor Tent,
featuring a Ramadan buffet
and family entertainment.
Priced BD9.9++ per person for
Iftar and Ghabga, and BD5.5++
per person for Suhoor.
For details, call 17313333.
The Elite Crystal hotel is
hosting Iftar buffet during the
holy month of Ramadan at The
Lotus. Priced BD7.9++ for Iftar
and BD14.9++ for a Ghabga
platter for two.
For reservations, call
17360360.
The Elite Grande Hotel
invites guests to its Iftar at
Julio’s, featuring international
and oriental buffet with soft
beverages. Priced BD7.990++
per person and BD3++ for
children. Suhoor is priced
BD5++ per person.
There is also a Ghabga by the
pool at H2O rooftop lounge,
with live oud performances
on the weekend and free
henna designer for ladies and
children. Priced BD14++ per
person or BD16++ for two
adults and two children.
For details, call 17565888.
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Guests at Al Areen Palace
& Spa Bahrain during the
holy month can enjoy an Iftar
buffet, available on weekdays
for BD14++ and BD16++
on weekend on the Early
Bird package. The Ghabga
buffet is priced BD13.5++ on
weekdays and BD15++ on
weekends on the Early Bird
package. The regular package
deal offers an Iftar buffet on
weekdays for BD16++ and
on weekends for BD18++,
followed by the Ghabga buffet,
which is BD15++ on weekdays
and BD17++ on weekends.
All buffets include sweets,
Ramadan juice, live cooking
stations and a raffle draw on
weekends.
The hotel is also offering three
discounted meal-and-spa
options on its desert pool villas.
The first package is for only
BD140++, including desert
pool villa and Iftar or Ghabga
or breakfast. The second
package is for BD160++,
including desert pool villa,
Iftar or Ghabga or breakfast,
and a 30 minute massage
treatment. The third package is
for BD190++, including desert
pool villa, Iftar or breakfast,
in-villa BBQ, and a 30 minute
massage treatment.
The Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq
Thalassa Sea & Spa is
welcoming the holy month with
an evening of delightful fare in
its award-winning Ramadan
tent, Layali Al Zallaq. There
will be a selection of traditional
dishes and live Arabic
entertainment.
Iftar will take place daily from
sunset until 8.30pm, and is

www.gulfweekly.com
of Ramadan. For every Iftar
dinner, a donation of 500fils
will be made to children and
mothers’ welfare societies.
Enjoy an Iftar buffet with a
selection of traditional Arabic
specialties served daily at La
Mosaique restaurant. Priced
BD14.520net per person.
Iftar and Ghabga private
packages start from
BD14.520net per person, for
a minimum of 30 guests and
above at Bahrain Conference
Centre.
For bookings and details, visit
www.cp-bahrain.com or call
17531122.

priced BD19.5++ inclusive
of Ramadan juices and
beverages. Ghabga will take
place weekdays from 10pm to
1.30am, and weekends from
10pm to 2am, and is priced
BD19.5++ for food only.
For reservations, call
17636363.
A corporate early bird offer is
available for those who book
for Ghabga in Al Nakheel
Ballroom before May 5, with a
special price of BD14++.
For details, call 17636340 or

email h6722-sl8@sofitel.com
The Gulf Hotel Bahrain
Convention & Spa is
celebrating Ramadan with its
famous Khaimat Al Khaleej at
the Awal Ballroom. Iftar and
Ghabga will take place daily,
and will feature live Teppanyaki
grills, chocolate fountains, a
date tower, and live traditional
entertainment. Priced BD20++
for Iftar from sunset until
8pm, BD18++ for Ghabga
from 10pm onwards on

weekdays, and BD20++ for
Ghabga from 10pm onwards
on weekends. Special rates
available for Prestige Club
members. Children up to five
years enter free of charge,
and between six and 12 years
receive 50 per cent discount.
To find out more about the offer
and special packages, call
17713000.
The Crowne Plaza Bahrain
is celebrating the spirit of
giving during the holy month

The Intercontinental Regency
Bahrain will be serving
authentic culinary dishes
prepared by its award-winning
chefs throughout Ramadan.
There is an Early Bird
Promotion for groups with a 15
per cent discount on bookings
made before May 10.
Daily Iftar buffet price is
BD15++, with Ghabga priced at
BD14++ at the Rifaa Ballroom,
served from sunset.
Special packages include
a whole ouzi and appetiser
featuring a slow-cooked lamb
with hot and cold mezzeh,
sambousek and more, priced
BD150net, serving up to 20
people. The second special
includes a half ouzi and
appetisers, with slow-cooked
lamb, a variety of hot and cold
mezzeh and more, priced
BD80net, serving up to 10
people.
For details and reservations,
call 17208308 or email
convention.icbahrain@ihg.com
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The Furn Bistro & Bakery at
The Westin and Le Meridien
City Centre Bahrain is hosting
an Iftar buffet starting from
the first day of Ramadan,
from sunset to 8.30pm, priced
BD18net per person.
The a la carte Ghabga menu
will be served from 9pm to
1am.
For details, call 17171441.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain
will be serving an Iftar buffet
followed by a Ghabga
in its Ramadan tent, all
throughout the month of
Ramadan from sunset to 2am.
Featuring traditional Arabic
and international cuisine in
the stylistically reimagined
Massaya Ramadan tent.
Priced BD25++ for Iftar from
sunset to 8pm, and BD27++
for Ghabga from 9pm to 2am.
Pergolas can be booked for
a maximum of eight guests,
priced BD300++ with silver
service included.
Call 17586499 or email
rs.bahrz.restaurant.
reservations@ritzcarlton.com

Brits plan wedding knees-up
A

right royal knees-up is
being planned in the
kingdom’s expat clubs
to celebrate the Saturday’s
wedding of British royal
Prince Harry to his Hollywood
royalty sweetheart Meghan
Markle, writes Kristian
Harrison.
The British Club of Bahrain will
be transformed with trestle tables
forming a traditional street party
scene and every corner of the
premises will be decked out in red,
white and blue bunting as a big
screen broadcasts the ceremony live
from Windsor Castle.
Members can feast on the
traditional fare of Old Blighty from
the various outlets within, and there
will be a fancy dress and lookalike
competitions. Prize draws have
been promised.
General manager David Endall
and his team have the aim of
ensuring the winner of the UK
Telegraph’s Best of British ‘Best
Social Club in the World’ accolade
lives up to its reputation. He said:
“There’s been a huge interest in the
Royal Wedding and members of
the club are eagerly anticipating the
big day so they can proudly display
their Britishness!
“Some people question why the
country goes mad over a wedding
of people they don’t even know, but

HAPPY COUPLE: Meghan and Prince Harry and the bunting goes up at the British Club Bahrain

I think it adds something to being
British and celebrating the institution
of the British Royal Family as a
whole. They’re such uniquely public
figures and have so much respect from
the vast majority of the population,
and we want to celebrate their
happiness.
“When you’re living away from
home you can’t help but feel even
more patriotic. We felt it was
important to mark the occasion of
the royal wedding in style and share
our culture and traditions with our
Bahraini friends and other members

of the international community who
frequent the club.
“The celebrations won’t be as
‘full on’ as they were in 2011 for
Prince William’s out of respect for
Ramadan, and entry will be limited
to only members and guests who
want to buy a ticket. However, we
still expect a big crowd.”
The wedding will take place from
2pm Bahrain time in St George’s
Chapel, part of Windsor Castle.
The venue was previously the site
for the weddings of Prince Harry’s
uncle, the Earl of Wessex, and his

cousin, Peter Phillips, as well as
the blessing for the marriage of the
Prince of Wales and the Duchess of
Cornwall, Harry’s stepmother.
Following the ceremony, there will
be a carriage procession through
Windsor as well as two receptions.
The first reception, for those attending
the ceremony, will be hosted by
the Queen and will take place in
St George’s Hall after the carriage
procession. A second reception at
Frogmore House, for family and close
friends and hosted by the Prince of
Wales, will occur later in the day.

Experts suggest the wedding will
cost around BD250,000 but it will give
a big boost to the British economy
as loyal subjects celebrate and buy
memorabilia to mark the occasion
The Bahrain Rugby Football Club
in Janabiya is hosting a party of
its own, with afternoon tea to be
served in Manos restaurant while
the ceremony is broadcast on the big
screen. There will be prizes for best
hat, and guests are free to enjoy the
FA Cup Final from 7.15pm.
Voice of Sport: Page 23
Ellissa’s Island Life: Page 18
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Malaysian Cuisine
EST. 2016

WOK Station quiz winner: KALAICHELVAN won a ‘Dim Sum Platter’ for two at WOK Station by correctly answering that Yum Cha means drink tea.
Watch this space for more.

T

HERE’S something
sensationally
cookin’ at the
Gulf Hotel Bahrain
Convention & Spa as
preparations are in
full swing to deliver
spectacular servings
throughout the Holy
Month at special
Iftar and Ghabgah
gatherings.
The property’s stunning
Khaimat Al Khaleej Tent
was opened to a select group
of journalists and special
guests for a preview evening
last Wednesday and we were
greeted by recently-appointed
GM Fares Yactine.
You could see the
excitement on his face, for
this time, rather than being a
guest as he has been in recent
years, he’s leading the team
and making sure the final
touches are in place for the
month ahead.
Only hours before the
opening the speciallydesigned newly-imported
furniture had arrived and was
unwrapped and put in place
just in time for the hordes of
photographers to capture the
creativity of the tent’s stylish
inner sanctum.
There are sections for adults
and families, including an
impressive children’s play
area, which received such
rave reviews when it was first
introduced last year.
But, for the majority of
guests who will have fasted
all day, the food is the first
thing on people’s minds.
And, have no concerns,
the culinary virtuoso from
Verona Executive Chef
Carlo Cirone and his team of
chefs are manning more live
cooking stations than ever
WARM WELCOME:
GM Fares

Live bites to break fast
GOURMET REPORT

CHOPPING ALONG: Chef Admed
proves he’s a cut anove the rest,
inset, the bagien mabakish

By STAN SZECOWKA
editor@gulfweekly.com

before so guests can actually
watch as their choices are
freshly prepared.
There are, of course,
some fabulous international
additions to traditional fare
conjured up which I will
come to later but I was
particularly awestruck by the
preparation, presentation and
end product on one of the
standout Arabic staples.
Syrian Chef Ahmed Ghalla
from the Gulf Hotel’s
Lebanese restaurant Zahle
was chopping a chunk of
fresh lamb into tiny pieces
using the largest Turkish
knife I’ve ever seen, mixing
and blending it with onion,
tomato, parsley and a
touch of salt and pepper
in a continuous rhythm of
culinary cool on a chopping
board. It was like watching
poetry in motion.
The mighty mixture was
sprinkled on to a colleague’s
prepared dough and placed
into a pizza-style oven.
What came out was a slice
of succulent heaven. I can
honestly say, after a little
suggested squeeze of lemon
juice on top, I have never,
ever tasted anything as divine
as this mighty lamb bajien
Lebanese manakish. Mouthwateringly magnificent.
The accompanying buffet
choices are vast. There’s
warming soups, salads
galore, alongside main dishes

such as Chicken Biryani,
Hammour Sayadia and, of
course, the famous Quozi
Mofata lamb on a bed a rice.
But, once again, the live
stations are what make this
tent stand out from the rest
such as a beautifully prepared
Indonesian soup with
noodles, stir-fried prawns
from the Japanese section,
and a larger BBQ section for
the fusion of Brazilian and
Argentinian meaty marvels.
Don’t miss the marinated
ribs, slowly-cooked hanging
over the coals, another
absolute masterpiece of
culinary excellence.

I almost forgot about the
desserts, until I bumped into
Charbel Hanna, executive
assistant manager, who
kindly pointed me in the
direction of dynamic
Executive Pastry Chef Daniel
Lajoux, who had another
culinary wizard working
immediately behind him
conjuring up an astonishing
Teppanyaki ice cream.
They are two words we
never thought would go
well together. In our minds,
Teppanyaki is a Japanese
way to grill meat, seafood
and vegetables on a burning
hot metal surface, so it was

weird trying to visualise
someone dropping a melting
scoop of ice cream onto a
sizzling grill. Fear not, this
Teppanyaki is actually a
frozen metal surface and
creates a stunning chilled
dessert, especially with fruit
added to the milky mix.
And with sweet dishes
in my mind, the Cheese
Kunafa, Turkish Rice
Pudding and Um Ali are
up there with the best, and
don’t forget to leave room
for a slice of Cajou Pear
Tarte Bourdaloue, a touch
of French ‘magnificence’ by
Chef Daniel.

PERFECT PAIR:
Chefs Carlo and
Daniel

PLAY TIME:
Child friendly

NICE ICE: Teppanyaki
triumph

SIZZLING
SEAFOOD:
Live
cooking
station

l See Ramadan Leisure
Guide on Pages 8 & 9 for
prices and listen to Stan’s
YouTube interview with
Charbel and the chefs by
placing your smart phone
over the QR Code.
BBQ NIGHTS:
Cooking over
the coals
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All the nines for a f
A

NYA, Connor, Aidan
and Rory are totally
fine with being nine
and are going to make the
most of their last single
digit year by continuing to
be as rambunctious and
charming as ever.
According to parents Zall
and Cynthia Koohpaima,
while the quadruplets may be
rowdier than ever, their loving
and enigmatic nature makes
the challenge of parenting
Bahrain’s favourite foursome a
whole lot easier.
Cynthia, a secretary for a
telecommunications company,
said: “It is challenging to
say the least and parents of
ANY multiples will agree. At
this age they are testing each
other’s limits, which is normal,
but no less frustrating!
“They seem to love pushing
each other’s buttons but
they are growing a bit more
independent with each passing
day, week and month.
“I’ve had it said to me by
others caring for twins and
triplets that the children are
more inclined to fight to be
heard over each other, and
focus a parent’s attention on
them and them alone, at any
given time.
“They have to share
everything, including YOU.
“They do argue and fight
about the silliest things
sometimes, like: ‘He’s
BREATHING NEXT TO
MEEE!!’ I’m hoping that
will wind down sometime
before they reach, oh, 20?
But no matter what, they’re a
blessing!”
Despite the regular bickering
or tantrums, their parents love
their energy, laughs, smiles and
hugs that they also share and
spread throughout the house.
“Aidan continues being the
most reserved and shy of his
siblings but once you get to
know him its hug central.

The Koohpaima quads have turned
nine and reporter Mai-Al KhatibCamille called into the family’s Saar

home for GulfWeekly’s annua
update on how they are progr
We have been following them

LOVELY LINE-UP: Rory, Connor, Anya and Aidan and in the same order, and right from top to bottom

“Rory is still very much
the organiser and planner,
whereas, Connor is Cynthia’s
gentle giant. As for Anya, she
still runs the show!
“One day, Anya cornered me
while I was brushing my teeth,
sat on the edge of the bathtub,
gave a big sigh and said:
‘You know, mummy, having
brothers sometimes is really
hard. They keep forgetting I’m
the boss’.
“If you think I’m arguing
with that, think again!”
The fraternal foursome, who
were born on February 1, are
in the third grade at Modern

Knowledge School and study
in separate classrooms to help
allow their own personalities to
shine through.
Cynthia says that they
each have a different set of
educational strengths and
not weaknesses per se, but
challenges that don’t come
naturally. “It’s kind of
fascinating really to observe,”
she added.
Unfortunately they were
unable to fully enjoy their
birthday this year as two of
them were quite sick.
While they celebrated with
relatives during the traditional

‘family Friday’, Rory and
Aidan were unable to with
their classmates.
Each class in the school
celebrates the month’s
birthdays on the last Thursday
of the month and poorly Rory
was hospitalised for a week
with pneumonia and Aidan fell
ill a week later with bronchitis.
And even thought their
learning style is different, one
thing they can all agree on is
firing an overflowing amount
of questions at their mum at
any time of the day or night.
Cynthia said: “One morning
the sun was barely up, we
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full house!

al
ressing.
m since

2009 when they became the first
quadruplets to be born in the
kingdom in 15 years.

m, as newborn babies making their first appearance in GulfWeekly

were on the way to school
and Connor suddenly asks me
how hurricanes are formed.
Seriously! So from my groggy
no coffee brain I dragged out
the most easy to understand
factual scientific explanation
that I could. Thinking I was off
the hook, I took a breath. Next
thing I know, they are alternately
firing off similar questions about
all sorts of things and I’m doing
my best to answer each child
honestly.”
Despite the constant
questioning and endless energy,
Cynthia and Zall, an agency
manager in travel and tourism,

still feel grateful and blessed.
They were born at the
International Hospital of
Bahrain and shortly afterwards
appeared on to the front page of
GulfWeekly. It was a momentous
occasion when they arrived
as Zall and Cynthia had been
trying for years to give their
daughter, Arianna, who is
studying marketing at Bahrain
Polytechnic, a sibling. To her
surprise, she ended up with three
brothers and a sister…a gift that
keeps on giving.
GulfWeekly hopes to continue
to update readers on their
journey to adulthood.
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Have a splash in the lagoon
A

modern two-storey
villa is available for
rent at Riffa Views’
Lagoon Estate, boasting a
large L-shaped swimming
pool in the back garden.
The semi-furnished five
bedroomed home features grand
open spaces and fine finishes
with a built-up area of 472sqm.
The ground floor consists of
a grand majlis, dining room
and family room. There is also
kitchen with breakfast bar, an
outdoor kitchen and a laundry
room.
There is a combination of
marble and parquet flooring
throughout the property.
The guest bedroom is also on
the ground floor with a built-in
wardrobe and ensuite bathroom.
There is a storage room under

the staircase. There is also a
guest closet by the dining room.
The first floor consists of a
family room and four bedrooms.
The master bedroom includes
a dressing area, an ensuite
bathroom and a balcony.
The other three bedrooms also
include built-in wardrobes and
ensuite bathrooms.
There is a shaded car port for
two vehicles and a maid’s room.
For sport lovers, Riffa
Views’ boasts an 18-hole
PGA championship Colin
Montgomerie-designed course
and a 9-hole executive golf
course. Other facilities close
by include a country club, an
international school and the
Riffa Palms complex which
houses a supermarket and
eateries.

FACTS AT A GLANCE
Location: Lagoon Estate, Riffa View
Reference number: VI189
Rental price: BD1,500
Bedrooms: 5
Reception Areas: 3
Bathrooms: 5
Additional information: The home
features a private swimming pool and a shaded
car port for two vehicles.
For more details, contact 17298210.

SocialScene

Helping hand

Gulf Hotels Group has donated BD1,000 to Bahrain ADHD Society as part of an on-going initiative to support community
organisations. CEO Garfield Jones presented the cheque to the
society’s chairman Dr Ahmed Mal Allah Al Ansari, alongside
Ron Peters, deputy CEO of Gulf Hotels Group.

Future nurses

Mango mania

Warm reception

INDIAN Ambassador Alok Kumar Sinha inaugurated Lulu
Hypermarket’s popular annual Mango Mania Festival accompanied by Yusuff Ali M.A., chairman and MD of Lulu Group
International.
More than 82 varieties of the fruit from 17 countries were sold
in all six stores across the kingdom during the promotion which
ended yesterday alongside relishes, pickles, cakes, pastries,
juice and summer drinks made with mango as a key ingredient.

FORMER Indian Parliament member Ganesh Prasad Singh was
given a warm reception at the Indian School Bahrain during his
recent visit to the kingdom. The Indian School chairman Prince
S Natarajan presented a memento to him in the presence of
ISB secretary Saji Antony, executive committee members Binu
Mannil Varughese, Rajesh Nambiar, Mohammad Khursheed
Alam and principal VR Palaniswamy.
Ganesh, a former MP from Jahanabad, was accompanied by
Bihar Foundation- Bahrain Chapter president Satyendra Kumar
Singh, secretary Ashok Rai and KPMG audit and advisory manager, Devendra Yadav.

Graduation ceremony

THE Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland – Medical University
of Bahrain (RCSI Bahrain) has welcomed more than 40 high
school students to its Busaiteen campus for the second edition
of its Future Nurses programme.
After introductions and presentations by senior academic
staff – including Professor Seamus Cowman, head of School
of Nursing and Midwifery – and nursing alumni, participants
took part in a series of interactive sessions on clinical skills, CPR
training and RCSI Bahrain’s Mobile Diabetes Unit.
A full campus tour was also provided, along with information
and a question-and-answer session on the application process.

BAHRAIN Islamic Bank (BisB)
recently held a graduation
ceremony to honour its first
batch of employees who have
completed a series of training

programmes. They focused
on equipping employees
with enhanced soft skills and
financial knowledge and developing management and

leadership, under the support
of Tamkeen and in cooperation with EMIC Training and
AMPOWERED Training.
Bank executives, including

CEO Hassan Jarrar, and representatives from the Ministry
of Labour and Social Development and Tamkeen attended
the event.
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Education Matters
An educational insight and comment by head teacher Chris Fenton

H

OW many of us as
parents give our
children access
to the internet and the
various tablets and
android devices that
allow children to access
it on the go? I know I’m
guilty of it, I can recall
countless times in the
British Club, happily
talking to friends while
my nine-year-old sat in
the café with his friends
enjoying a variety of
online games.
I knew where he was, I
knew what he was doing
and I was fine with that. At
the time it was Minecraft,
Roblox and other such
things but then along came
Five Nights at Freddy’s and
Logan Paul on YouTube and
the internet began to take
on a whole new meaning
for him and his groups of
friends.
Just like every generation
has a ‘thing’ that is cool
and that parents don’t quite
understand, so the internet
and its infinite possibilities
has become the ‘thing’ of

Just hiding in plain sight
produce it get away with it
too.
The danger is hiding in
plain sight because the sight
of seeing children staring at
screens has become socially
acceptable, principally
because their parents are too.
One of the main groups
questioning the phenomenon
are educational psychologists
and staff in schools who
are noticing first-hand how
behaviours are changing,
particularly amongst children
who have large access to
unmonitored internet use
and particularly in primary
schools.
One of the most significant
areas of concern, however, is
how the content that children
might be aware of or have
access to online can impact
on the behaviour of students
who may have burgeoning

02/11/2009 15:08

this generation of tweens and
teens like never before.
The expectation when
visiting a new venue, for
example, is that it will have
free Wi-Fi and when friends
are around, I don’t how
many times I found myself
struggling to read out the
purposely confusing series of
numbers and capital letters

that serve as the Wi-Fi code
for their children.
This is all fine and life
moves on and so on and so
on but the blind acceptance
that the Internet is there and,
therefore, we need to be
connected at all times is just
odd and people are beginning
to question it.
The dangers of this

blind acceptance are also
beginning to be highlighted
since when something
becomes a norm, by proxy it
becomes accepted and when
things are accepted, they go
unnoticed.
This is how children are
getting away with watching
inappropriate material online
and how the companies who

SocialScene

Road safety

CHILDREN were taught how best to keep safe while walking in
towns and villages and crossing roads at a special Traffic Day
event staged at Saar Mall. The initiative was held under the patronage of the director general of the General Administration
of Traffic, General Sheikh Abdulrahman bin Abdulwahab Al

and undiagnosed mental
health or social issues.
I frequently hear stories
of children acting out the
images they see on their
screens in real life in the
playground or school
classrooms. But the real issue
here isn’t that children have
access to the Internet or that
parents aren’t motivated to
turn on the parental controls,
it’s the acceptability of
it all and the fact no one,
particularly schools, is
questioning that.
Like smoking in the 1940s
and 1950s became acceptable
because it was the norm,
the rise of screen-staring I
believe will ultimately lead
to similar health issues and
then a campaign to ban it or
reduce it will begin, but that,
of course, will be long after
the horse has bolted.

In focus

Khalifa and organised by the director of the administrative and
financial affairs department, Mohammed Ali Al Bankhail.
Easy to understand presentations and activities were staged
by volunteer traffic officers, alongside prize colouring competitions. Road safety guides were also handed out to the children.

BAHRAIN British Business Forum’s (BBBF) Special Interest
Group for Banking and Financial Services, in collaboration
with HSBC Bank Middle East, recently hosted a meeting to
discuss the economic outlook for the GCC and MENA region. Simon Williams, the bank’s chief economist for Central
and Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa, featured as
the keynote speaker. He was welcomed at the Capital Club
by Mark Gravener, BBBF’s head of special interest groups.

May Queen
THE Young Goans Club Bahrain (YGC)
selected and crowned its May Queen
during a sell-out grand celebration at
the Indian Club Auditorium.
After two rounds of judging, Hana Ali
was crowned YGC May Queen 2018.
Chevonne Menezes and Richen Kong
Navacilla took second and third places.
Hana also sashayed off with the audience poll title of Miss Popular with 918
Facebook likes and also picked up the
prize in the Best Smile category.
Best Hairdo was taken by Jayvee
Agbulos and Ayat Shaikh received an
award for her ‘sporting personality and
ethical maturity’.

BAHRAIN British Business Forum’s (BBBF) Special Interest
Group for Banking and Financial Services, in collaboration
with HSBC Bank Middle East, recently hosted a meeting to
discuss the economic outlook for the GCC and MENA region. Simon Williams, the bank’s chief economist for Central
and Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa, featured as
the keynote speaker. He was welcomed at the Capital Club
by Mark Gravener, BBBF’s head of special interest groups.
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Shaping up for the night
J

ALABIYAS, kaftans
and abayas have been
revamped this Ramadan
season with different colours,
cuts and fabrics with many
fashion designers encouraging
women to trade in their
traditional cloaks for pretty
pastel styles and daring
designs.
Many memorable modern
interpretations were placed on
display at a special show staged by
Saks Fifth Avenue.
The store at City Centre Bahrain
held a Ramadan Designer Fair last
Thursday for a second year in a
row with 20 designers from across
the region showcasing their latest
offerings for the holy month.
Marwa Ali, who created the
Bahrain-based VOI abaya brand,
captivated customers with her puffysleeves and ruffled robes which
she says were inspired by a white
snowflake flower called Leucojum.
She said: “VOI is ideal for women
that like wearing fashionable attire
and want to wear a statement abaya
like a jacket as well.”
Her abayas range in colours such
as lavender, grey, charcoal, navy
and beige in fabrics such as thick
corduroy and linen. Marwa’s looks
are priced from BD70 to BD150.
Bahraini Moroccan Haya Al
Fadhel also features lighter shades
and fabrics with her brand of
jalabiyas and dresses.
Nesma, the sister marque of her
main brand Naseem AlAndalos,
means ‘breeze’ in Arabic and she
hopes her range will be a breath of
fresh air for Ramadan 2018. Haya
said: “This collection caters to a
younger demographic and is for the
fashion forward woman.
“I wanted this limited line to not
only be worn throughout the month
but also for any other occasion. I
wanted to create comfortable, light
pieces. I don’t like flashy things and
that is why I kept things simple with
touches of embellishments hereand-there such as Moroccan hand
embroidery on trims and hems or
tassels on belts.”
The stitch and embroidery work

FASHION

By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE
mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com

is based on her Moroccan heritage
including Tursan and Steefa which
are all created by hand using gold,
silver and silk threads. Some of
her dresses are left loose fitted but
include built-in belts to allow women
the choice of cinching the dresses
around their waists if they wish. Her
designs are priced from BD160 to
BD380.
Sara AlBinMohamed, top right,
puts the glamour into ghabgas with
her Arabian Night-themed traditional
wear and gowns which will surely
impress during Eid. She founded
Ballerina Couture in 2011, and
exhibited its spring / summer 2018
line. “I was inspired by Ramadan’s
fabulous evening gatherings and
tent décors,” she said. “I love the
lanterns, the lights, silks and gold
embellishments.
“Women should look stylish for
Ramadan. I also added the elegant
couture clothing for women so that
they can sort out their Eid looks
and the dresses can also be worn
for weddings of which many are
traditionally held after Eid.”
Her kaftans and jalabiyas feature
golden embroidery and mirrored
elements throughout. They are priced
from BD100 and a couture collection
starts at BD180.
Women can accessorise these
looks with shoes handmade in Italy
and created by Hissa Haddad. The
luxury footwear label is inspired by
historical Islamic art and architecture
infused with the love of fine
jewellery.
Eman AlSarraf, founder of a public
relations agency who manages Hissa,
said: “She has combined both the
Middle East’s rich heritage with
today’s dazzling designs to create a
functional and fashionable shoe.
“These shoes are like works-of-art
draped and encrusted with the finest
satins, leathers and encrusted with
gems and jewels.
“In this part of the world, women
do like their embellishments and
when it comes to colours, they are
deep jewelled tones which are perfect

PERFECT FIT:
A model showcasing Nesma’s
lightweight
cotton, viscose
blended kaftan

for Ramadan and for the every
woman.”
Bags are also a Ramadan staple
and Fahad and Shouq Al-Marzook,
pictured below left, attended the
fair and showcased their creative
circular, crystalised bags and
pretty clutches. Fahad, the creative
director of the brand, said: “We
have been doing this for six seasons
internationally and we sell our bags
in more than 40 countries around the
world.”
The accessories consist of exotic
leather and skins, precious metals,
Swarovski crystals and resins and
draw inspiration from a rich mix of
Eastern and Western cultures.
Their bags have been carried by

numerous celebrities including
actress Lupita Nyong’o and were
featured at many runway shows such
as designer Nicolas Jebran’s event in
Lebanon. Shouq, the CEO, added: “I
think the Saks customer is a savvy
customer and they understand what
they want. Circular bags are very
‘in’ this season and everyone wants
something different and to stand
out. We create art pieces. I think
it’s the one of the most important
accessories for women.”
Prices start from $900.
Others designers at the fair included
AKS, Amal Al Raisi, La Morena,
Runway, Tamashee, Ninousha. The
items will be on show throughout the
entire month.

TimeOut
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cerebrally

crust & crema

www.planetdonut.me

WIN COFFEE AND CAKE at crust & crema by answering this quiz question and emailing your answer to editor@gulfweekly.com
Espresso coffee has _______ of the caffeine content of a cup of regular coffee. a) one third b) two thirds c) same amount
Entries must be received by noon on Sunday. The first correct one opened will be emailed a coupon. Normal GulfWeekly contest rules
apply. The Editor’s decision is final.

crossword break

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Most broad (6)
4. Mollycoddle (6)
9. Unintentionally (13)
10. Outstanding (7)
11. Sea (5)
12. Horrify (5)
14. Fables (5)
18. Topic (5)
19. Fend off (7)
21. Official (13)
22. Slumbering (6)

1. Caprice (6)
2. Evolutionary (13)
3. Ointment
(5)
02/11/2009 15:08
5. Rhetoric (7)
6. Frightening (5-8)
7. Wearisome (6)
8. Fuse (5)
13. Dreadful (7)
15. Layers (6)
16. Corn (5)
17. Ebb (6)
20. Put (5)

23. Association (6)

Quiz winner: Suman Malkani won a
coffee-for-two by correctly answering
that a) True, black coffee with no
additives contains no calories.

just so

who, what,
where, when

WHO ... wrote the volumes of poetry I Found This
Shirt and Perfect Catch?
WHAT ... is the capital of Gauteng province, South
Africa?
WHERE ... did Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen graduate from with a Fine Art Honours degree in 1986?
WHEN ... was Fidel Castro born?
WHO ... won the men’s marathon gold medal at
the 1986 European Championships?
WHAT ... is the nickname of the character John
Denham in the television series Casualty?
WHERE ... in South America is Lake Arapa?
WHEN ... did Leo Sayer have a No 1 single in the
UK with When I Need You?

Solutions in next week’s issue.
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So you think you’re good enough at Sudoku to crack this baby? Remember, we were the first in
the Gulf to bring you this bit of Japanese mayhem...so we don’t kid around

Across: 1 Psychiatrist; 7
Spent; 8 Polar; 9 Ode;
10 Senseless; 11 Defame;
12 Vendor; 15 Recollect; 17
Top; 18 Thorn; 19 Alter; 21
Interruption.
Down: 1 1 Preponderate; 2
Hue; 3 Acting;
4 Represent; 5 Solve; 6
Proscription; 7 Shelf; 10
Semblance; 13 Deter; 14
Repair; 16 Clown; 20 Tip.
JUST SO:
The morning after the night
before, Point of no return,
Sinking heart, It’s all over.
WHO, WHAT, WHERE,
WHEN:
Graham Greene; David
Blunkett; Bangladesh;
1956; Red, blue, orange; On
the Zambezi River between
Zambia and Zimbabwe;
February 11th.
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Ladies, are being hurt? Or abused?

Help is available.
(domestic violence
or sexual violence)

Call us!

3844 7588 Helpline

Visit us!
American Mission
Hospital
Follow Stan on Twitter @stanszecowka

Open 24 hours. Free and confidential. All women welcome.

BAHRAIN is home for
more than 400,000
Indians (35 per cent of
the country`s population),
who have provided growth
WITH the British Royal
Wedding just a few days
away, fever over the coming
nuptials has truly travelled
far and wide. Around 23
million people watched
Prince William’s wedding to
Kate Middleton in 2011 but
many more are expected
to tune in when Harry and
Meghan tie the knot at the
weekend.
Meghan’s acting career
and bi-racial background
has the US networks
enthralled and bursting
with excitement. They will
be streaming the occasion
and will fly in dedicated live
news teams to the UK to
watch transfixed as Meghan
Markle becomes the first
American royal bride since
Grace Kelly married into
Monaco’s house of Grimaldi
in 1956.
This year the Brits won’t
be alone in planning a royal
wedding street party with
Morris Men dancing and
decorated bone china pieces
galore, the Americans are
buying everything from
Wedgwood to bunting.
And, while Donald Trump
and Teresa May won’t find
a coveted envelope on their
doorstep anytime soon,
there will be invites for 2,640
members of the public
including 1,200 people
who have demonstrated
strong leadership in their
communities.
Then, for the rest of
the public, 100,000 are
expected on the streets of
London and if your invitation
was lost in the post, like
mine, that leaves the rest of
us watching it on TV, iPad
or smart phone, thankful for
modern technology.
I shall watch the ceremony
with a few friends, munching
on Lemon Elderflower
cupcakes, trifle and a few
cucumber, egg and cress
sandwiches with the end

and development of this
nation of great hospitality.
Bahrain’s benevolent ruling
family and its people have
always maintained amicable

and friendly relations with
India and its people.
The Bahrain Indian
Educational & Cultural
Forum (BIECF) was
founded in 2008 with the
objective of building and
maintaining relations
between Bahrain and India
by fostering cooperation
in educational and
cultural spheres, involving
interactive contacts
amongst people of both the
countries.
We would like to announce
the establishment of
educational excellence

Ellissa’s
island life

An expat wife,
mother, artist
and runner

crusts cut off. I have been
engrossed in the whole fairy
tale romance angle and
have ignored the spoilsports
who like to rain on the
parade.
I find it terribly romantic
that Harry proposed during
a cosy dinner at home, on
bended knee, proposing
with the ring, two stones
which are from Princess
Diana’s collection and the
other from Botswana, a
country that Harry loves.
Tens of millions will be
glued to the screen, that like
me, are not usually suckers
for romance, but at this point
in time happy news is a
great distraction, a contrast
to the cruelty and stupidity

that has recently dominated
the headlines.
I shall gasp at the dress,
the fashion, the guests, the
music, the history in making
and cheer for love and the
happily-ever-after. It is sure
to be a magical moment in
royal history.
But if you couldn’t give a
hoot about the impending
wedding, avoid all social
media for 24 hours, turn off
your phone, camp out in
the desert, go for a walk,
read a book and if you are
a football fan, just stay
focused on the FA Cup Final
later in the afternoon.
l See P9: Brits in Bahrain
celebrate
l See P23: Voice of Sport

awards for teachers and
students in the kingdom.
These include the CBSE
10th grade topper awards
for those who achieve
highest marks in each
school of 10th grade, and
CBSE 12th grade island
toppers in the study of
science, humanities and
commerce.
All toppers should submit
their mark list attested by
their school principal on
before 15th June 2018 for
considering for this awards
by email or post.
Thank you for your support
and assistance,
Sovichen
Chennattusserry, Hon
President, BIECF and
Alex Baby, Hon Chairman
BIECF.

You don’t know me; I know you, I know
what’s being said about you. I’m the
‘whisperer’. I am socially mobile: Arab, Brit,
Indian, Pakistani, American and the rest, they all
invite me and share their world with me. Not
much gets past me but if you think it may have
done, email me on . . .

...editor@gulfweekly.com

MEMBERS of the Rotary
Club of Salmaniya has
started its annual Ramadan
Food Box drive.
We give food boxes to
needy families in Bahrain
and this year members

STAFF at one of the kingdom’s leading hotels have come
up with a unique way to get fit whilst preparing their favourite
snack.
Zee Bassilia, director of sales at The Westin and Le
Meridien City Centre Bahrain, rode a specially-adapted
bike attached to a blender, so that pedalling faster spun the
blades to create a delicious smoothie.
The contraption was engineered as part of a well-being
awareness campaign during the hotel company’s Associate
Appreciation Week, where a variety of healthy-living,
exercise and nutrition options were explored by the teams.

decided to add a personal
touch by going door-to-door.
The club also had a fellow
Rotarian called Tomas
THOUGH many of us
often claim that it does not
matter to us what others
think of us, what opinions
they hold and what their
general views are, let’s
face it, it does matter what
people think of us.
Somewhere, it prods us
to question our actions,
multiply our efforts and try
and become better people.
However, at other times,
trying to meet ‘people’s
expectations’ to make
more people like us is the
last thing you would want
to do.
I have been fairly active in
event organisation and lots
of extracurricular activities
that require teamwork
of varying extents, and
though I have successfully
led many times, I feel

from Lithuania helping out
with the distribution. Each
box contains basic food
items such as cooking
oil, flour, salt and sugar.
There is a total of 550 and

Youth
Talk

By
Saamia Zia
working alone is somewhat
better. At nine, my
inspiration was Albus
Dumbledore, at 17, Lord
Eddard Stark. The thing
they both had in common honour. But, only when you
do such activities in real life
do you realise that life is
not as black and white as
on the small screen.
This is where ‘choice’
comes in. Yes, it may
feel better to get 50 more
likes on an Instagram
post or another invite to
a party, but being true
to the honour code you
have drafted for yourself

so far 35 has been given
out. The total cost of the
initiative is BD7,000 with
Alosra supermarket partially
covering the amount.
Faisal Juma, by email.
always feels like a bigger
celebration.
It is important that we build
a more ethical and informed
background for the young
and strive to maintain
this regularly. In today’s
world, education seems
like a simple substitute to
morals but even people
with the highest academic
calibre may be deemed
undeserving if they don’t
possess the power to judge
what is right and what is
wrong.
I feel that the very
difference between
wisdom and knowledge
will make the society a
more honourable place to
live in with larger strides
towards peace, something
the world really needs right
now.
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Movie-loving Anna Romanska checks out the big screen releases on show in a cinema near you

Bite-sized trailer
Here Comes the Grump
DIRECTOR: Andrés Couturier
CAST:Lily Collins, Toby Kebbell,
Ian McShane
PLOT:Balloon kingdoms, dopey
police dragons and happy wizards
are exactly how Terry remembered
his Grandmother’s whacky fairy
tales. Except they are real and
it’s definitely not as ‘cheerful.’
Showing in:City Centre, Juffair,
The Avenues, Seef II

Rampage
DIRECTOR: Brad Peyton
CAST:Dwayne Johnson, Naomie Harris, Malin Akerman

A delightful odyssey
from a perfectionist
R

ENOWNED for his
quirkiness and unique
vision for film, Wes
Anderson strikes again. This
time, his sights are set on
companionship, community and
man’s best friend: the underdog.
Set in Japan, Isle of Dogs follows
a young boy’s odyssey in search of
his lost dog, after an outbreak of
dog flu has forced Mayor Kobayashi
of Megasaki, Japan, to send all the
household pets away to Trash Island.
Atari, voiced by Koyu Rankin, crashlands onto the eponymous Isle of Dogs
in search of Spots, voiced by Liev
Schreiber, and is discovered and taken
in by a pack of sympathetic canines.
The only one doubtful of his good
intentions is Chief, voiced by Bryan
Cranston, a stray jaded by a life of
discrimination and hardship at the
hands of human masters.
As a fan of Anderson’s previous
work, especially Moonrise Kingdom
and The Grand Budapest Hotel, it’s
a relief to say he loses none of his
trademark humour and specificity in
this feature. This is his second foray
into stop-motion animation, after the
success of Fantastic Mr. Fox.
From the minute details to the
bigger picture, there’s not an
opportunity left unexploited to tell
this story. It can be difficult to make
stop-motion animation, particularly
using clay and plastic as a medium,
look fluid and dynamic, but it also
allows the creator to render the

ISLE OF DOGS REVIEW
STARRING: Bryan Cranston, Koyu
Rankin, Edward Norton
DIRECTOR: Wes Anderson
GENRE: Animation, Adventure,
Comedy
RATING: PG-13
RUNTIME: 101 Mins

smallest of nuances profound.
Anderson seems to be a perfectionist
here, and it definitely comes across.
The influences from Japanese culture
are omnipresent, from strong and
decisive camera work to the vivid
colour palette brushed across each shot.
With such a distinctive style to the
director’s name, it would be easy to
see the story as secondary to the visual
appeal, but in Isle of Dogs you get both
in equally delightful measure.
It’s moving, it’s harsh, and it’s
sentimental, with a peppering of
deadpan comedy flavouring every
scene.
Cranston and Rankin are wonderful
together, and though you only hear
their voices, they lend powerful body
to their clay counterparts. Though they
get off to a ‘ruff’ start, they develop a
language of understanding.
Rankin is youthful yet strong, and
Cranston’s razor-sharp disdain is
underpinned by that age old canine
instinct for companionship, and how
hard he tries to resist it.

The rest of the ensemble voice cast is
equally impressive, with contributions
from Frances McDormand (voicing
Interpreter Nelson), Scarlett Johansson
(voicing Nutmeg), and Harvey Keitel
(voicing Gondo). It’s a rich tapestry
of the familiar, like a chorus of classic
‘indie’ cinema favourites guiding you
on your adventure.
What’s so wonderful about this movie
is how sharp and neat it is. Going back
to Anderson’s perfectionism, there’s
no such thing as a wasted shot, or an
indulgent line of dialogue.
He doesn’t present you with an icecream sundae to be greedily devoured,
only to leave you suffering with a
sugar rush headache.
This three-course dinner is a labour of
love, asking you to stop and appreciate
every individual sprig of thyme and
pinch of salt. It’s so good you’ll be
asking for seconds.
It’s encouraging to see a renaissance
of artists obsessed with bringing their
unique view of the world to life. This is
an odd story, based in a quirky world,
where everyone seems to know exactly
where they fit in.
That inimitable magic comes in
realising your power as an underdog,
and the value of showing compassion
in a divided community.
Now showing in: Cineco, Seef II,
Dana Cinemas, Wadi Al Sail, Mukta
A2, Al Jazeera

ANNA’S VERDICT

1 popcorn – stay home
5 popcorns – start queuing

PLOT: Primatologist Davis Okoye
shares an unshakable bond
with George, the extraordinarily
intelligent gorilla who has been
in his care since birth. But a
rogue genetic experiment gone
awry transforms this gentle ape
into a raging monster. As these
newly created monsters tear
across North America, destroying
everything in their path, Okoye
teams with a discredited genetic
engineer to secure an antidote,
fighting his way through an everchanging battlefield, not only to halt a global catastrophe
but to save the fearsome creature that was once his
friend..
SHOWING IN:City Centre, Juffair, The Avenues, Seef II

Your Feet
DIRECTOR: Richard Loncraine
CAST:Celia Imrie, Joanna Lumley,
Timothy Spall
PLOT:On the eve of retirement
a middle class, judgmental snob
discovers her husband has been
having an affair with her best friend
and is forced into exile with her
bohemian sister who lives on an
impoverished inner-city council
estate.
SHOWING IN:City Centre, Juffair,
The Avenues, Seef II

imdb movie charts

Current
Position

Title

Weekend
Takings

Gross
to date

1

Avengers: Infinity War

$114M

$453M

2

Overboard

$14

$15M

3

A Quiet Place

$8M

$160M

4

I Feel Pretty

$5M

$38M

5

Rampage

$5M

$89M

6

Tully

$3M

$3M

7

Black Panther

$3M

$693M

8

Truth or Dare

$2M

$38M

9

Super Troopers 2

$2M

$25M

10

Blockers

$2M

$2M
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Capturing the imagination
A

NTICIPATION
is building
as Mercedes
prepares to launch one
of its most eagerlyawaited models in years,
the new AMG GT 4-Door
Coupé in September.
To celebrate the occasion,
the German marque will be
offering an Edition 1 model
for a limited period of 12
months only. By emphasising
the sporty aspects of the
exterior and reinforcing the
high-quality finish of the
interior, this model offers
even more exclusivity and
distinctive appeal.
According to the
manufacturer, the AMG
Aerodynamics Package and
the foil applications blurs
the lines between this latest
member of the AMG GT
family and the world of
motorsport. In conjunction
with the 21-inch AMG crossspoke forged wheels, the
paintwork in graphite grey
magno, diamond white bright
or graphite grey metallic
immediately draws the eye.
The interior features AMG
Performance seats in nappa
leather in magma grey/ black
with yellow contrasting
topstitching, while the AMG
Performance steering wheel
in DINAMICA microfibre
with yellow contrasting
topstitching and the AMG
matte carbon-fibre trim add
further highlights.
The Aerodynamics Package
for the Edition 1 encompasses
such features as a larger front
splitter and integrated flics in
the front apron, an enhanced
demand-optimised diffuser
and a fixed rear spoiler,
the blade of which can be

w

BLURRING THE LINES: The AMG GT family drives even closer to the world of motorsport

mechanically adjusted. The
driver is thus able to adjust
the balance of lift and the
driving characteristics to
suit individual preference or
the specific circumstances
to optimise aerodynamic
efficiency.
The Edition 1 features the
most powerful version of the
4.0-litre V8 biturbo engine
with an output of 470 kW
(639bhp). This allows a
top speed of 315 km/h and
can propel the car from a
standing start to 100 km/h in
3.2 seconds.
Compared with the standard
vehicle with its adjustable

spoiler extended to the
maximum, at 300 km/h an
additional 30 kilograms of
aerodynamic downforce press
the rear axle down onto the
road.
The Edition 1 debuted at
the ADAC Zurich 24-hour
race at Germany’s famous
Nürburgring racetrack last
weekend, but sales don’t start
until early 2019.
Pricing information will be
released closer to the launch
date.
l For more information, visit
the Al Haddad MercedesBenz showroom in Tubli or
call 17785454

AL HADDAD MOTORS is
celebrating the holy month of
Ramadan by offering exclusive
deals on all Mercedes-Benz
models with tailor-made packages
that cater to its wide range of
customers.
Among the benefits included
in the driving package is
special Ramadan pricing on all
models, along with insurance
and registration. In addition,
the company is also offering
a three-year service package
which includes vehicle checks by
highly qualified and professional
technicians.
For more details visit
mercedesbenzme.com/bahrain/en

Motor on down for the best Ramadan deals

SIZZLING STYLE: T
 he range of Ssang Yong vehicles

MOTORCITY, the distributor
of a wide range of passenger
and commercial vehicles in
Bahrain, has announced its
Ramadan campaign has begun
and it will run throughout the
holy month.
The company is partnering
with a number of financial
institutions to offer customers
the chance to purchase vehicles
from their favourite marques
and only begin payments in
2019.

Passenger car brands; Volvo,
Subaru, SsangYong and
Chery are offering customers
exclusive prices and the benefit
of purchasing a car during the
promotional period with zero
down payment.
Motorcity’s attractive ‘peace
of mind’ package is also
included in the offer in which
customers can benefit from
free rust proofing, free roadside
assistance, and a five-year or
150,000km warranty. Volvo

cars also offer a buy back
guarantee from the exclusive
distributors.
Commercial vehicle brands
Isuzu and Maxus are also on
offer with selective models
eligible for the zero down
payment scheme.
Motorcity Senior General
Manager, Dr Bijan Majidi
said: “This year, we want to
focus on the customer’s peace
of mind. We want to give
people the chance to buy their

favourite cars from us during
the holy month and only begin
their payments in 2019. Our
carefully tailored ‘Peace of
Mind’ package is also included,
guaranteeing our customers
have nothing to worry about.”
l For more information on
Motorcity’s Ramadan offers,
visit or call the Motorcity
showrooms in Sitra - 17736222,
Sanad - 17621162 and
Nuwaidrat – 17702111 or log
on to Motorcity.com.bh
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All the best action from Formula One

Spanish fiesta
JOB DONE: Hamilton crosses the finish
line to win the Spanish Grand Prix and,
left, celebrates with his team and, below,
with runner-up Bottas on the podium

L

EWIS Hamilton and
Mercedes are not done
just yet.
Hamilton put in a dominant
performance at the Spanish Grand
Prix on Sunday, winning with ease
and showing Ferrari that Mercedes
remains the team to beat in Formula
One.
Hamilton’s strong run helped
Mercedes re-establish order at the
top of the field after seeing Ferrari
dominate most of the early season.
“This is more like it,” Hamilton said
on the team radio. “Let’s keep this
up.”
Valtteri Bottas secured a onetwo for Mercedes at the Circuit de
Barcelona-Catalunya, while Max
Verstappen completed the podium
despite finishing the race with a
broken front wing on his Red Bull.
Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel, who
now trails Hamilton by 17 points
in the drivers’ standings, was only
fourth after a change in strategy
didn’t pay off.
It was the first one-two of the
season for Mercedes, which had

struggled to keep pace with the
Ferraris.
“Today, the car and myself, I felt
that synergy which I hadn’t been
feeling for the whole year,” Hamilton
said. “It’s a good feeling.”
Hamilton was never challenged
on the way to his 41st win from
pole position, surpassing a record
he shared with seven-time world
champion Michael Schumacher. It
was Hamilton’s 64th career win,
leaving him 27 behind Schumacher’s
record of 91 victories.
“I remember like it was yesterday
sitting at home playing this computer
game as Michael,” Hamilton said.
“It’s just very surreal to think that
every now and then I keep coming up
against Michael in terms of records.
He has some serious records. It’s hard
to beat all of these records that he has.
“We definitely go to Monaco on a
high note, but we know that we still
have a lot of work to do. It’s really
important that we all continue to push
and work as hard as we have done
during this first part of the season.”
Hamilton became the first F1

driver to finish in the points in 30
consecutive races.
He had also won in Azerbaijan
two weeks ago, but that victory
came mostly because of incidents
involving his closest competitors,
including a blown tyre for Bottas,
a mistake by Vettel and a crash
between Red Bull teammates Daniel
Ricciardo and Verstappen.
Ricciardo was fifth in Barcelona,
ahead of Kevin Magnussen of Haas
and the Spanish duo of Carlos Sainz
of Renault and Fernando Alonso of
McLaren. Charles Leclerc of Sauber
and Sergio Perez of Force India
closed out the top 10.
Hamilton had a clean start, with
Vettel moving from third to second
by passing Bottas on the outside of
Turn 1.
Hamilton pulled away early and
was able to comfortably control
the pace of the race through to the
end, finishing more than 20 seconds
ahead of his teammate.
Vettel gave away his position
when Ferrari decided to go for an
extra stop and give the German

driver fresher tyres. He lost time
in the pits and came back onto the
track behind Verstappen, and was
unable to make up the difference
despite the newer tyres.
“For us it was not an option to
stay out,” Vettel said. “I think it
was the right thing to do.”
Mercedes was in front in
Barcelona the entire weekend,
setting the fastest time in all
practice sessions and taking pole
position with Hamilton - his
first since the season-opener in
Australia.
Vettel won in Australia and
Bahrain, while Ricciardo was first
in China.
It was a lukewarm Spanish GP,
especially compared to the earlier
thrilling races.
Most of the action took place
during a first-lap incident involving
Romain Grosjean of Haas, Nico
Hulkenberg of Renault and Pierre
Gasly of Toro Rosso, forcing all
three drivers to retire and prompting
the deployment of the safety car.
Grosjean, who struggled

Impressive Alonso’s point to prove
IT was another rough start for McLaren’s Fernando
Alonso, and again another points-finish for the twotime world champion.

FIGHTING ON: McLaren’s Alonso struggles again but finishes in style

throughout the weekend and had
crashed behind the safety car in
Azerbaijan, failed to stop his car
from spinning across the track on
Turn 3 and Hulkenberg and Gasly
could not avoid colliding with him.
Grosjean was later handed a threeplace grid penalty for the next race
in Monaco.
Verstappen was running fourth
when he clipped his front wing
on a Williams under the virtual
safety car, but the damage was not
significant and he didn’t have to
make an extra stop.
“I kept going. It was not bad.
I don’t think it affected me too
much,” Verstappen said. “It feels
nice to be on the podium and nice
to have a good, clean race.”
Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen retired
near the halfway-point after
losing power. McLaren’s Stoffel
Vandoorne also retired because of
a car failure, as did Esteban Ocon
with Force India.
Teams stayed in Barcelona for
two days of testing at the Circuit de
Barcelona-Catalunya.

Alonso needed to come from behind at the Spanish
Grand Prix on Sunday to earn a Top 10 finish for the
team partly-owned by Bahrain’s sovereign wealth fund,
Mumtalakat, the fifth straight time this season.
Two weeks ago the Spaniard had to make his way
back after a first-lap incident to finish seventh in
Azerbaijan.
Alonso started eighth in Spain but was forced wide by
countryman Carlos Sainz of Renault on Turn 2, falling
back and seeing his hopes of keeping his point-scoring
streak alive diminish.

The driver made two impressive overtaking
manoeuvres at the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya,
one against Esteban Ocon on the outside of Turn 3 and
another over Charles Leclerc at the end of the frontstraight.
“It was difficult to overtake today, I was behind
Leclerc for a long time, as we are still lacking some
straight-line speed to be able to pass,” Alonso said. “This
is something we’re working on. We know where our
car’s weaknesses lie and hopefully we’ll find a solution
quite soon.”
Alonso currently sits seventh in the drivers’ standings.
The weekend marked the fifth anniversary of Alonso’s
last F1 victory, which came in Barcelona with Ferrari.
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Life’s a real ball for golfers
Teeing off to a great read

O

RGANISED by the Awali
Golf Club’s publicity
officer Shari Anderson
with the assistance of husband
and captain Paul and other
artistically-talented helpers,
the Bapco Club was the venue
for the annual end-of-season
Presentation Dinner-Dance.
The main ballroom had been
partitioned into a reception and
main area, table settings having an
eloquent golfing theme of silver
balls to match the silverware and
inspired napkin rings which included
a golf tee.
With guests being greeted as they
arrived and ushered to one side by
the photographer so as to record
their ‘more kempt than at the course’
state, the volume of those mingling
started its upward trajectory courtesy
of the generous sponsorship of
African & Eastern.
The formalities commenced
with an introductory speech by
the captain. Describing himself
as somewhat of an ‘accidental
captain’ due to various committee
changes last season, Anderson first
highlighted the season’s successes the buoyant membership levels and
numbers playing in competitions,
the number of initial handicap
awards and the improved range and
clubhouse facilities.
With regards to winning
competitions, he also suggested
that the season proved age was not

SMOOTH OPERATORS: Musbah gets carried away and Hobday with her table full of trophies

a barrier as there was a 68 year age
difference between the youngest
winner, schoolboy Lee McIlear (see
report below) and the oldest winner,
veteran Peter Rogers.
He moved on by highlighting
each individual on the committee
and the helpers that had made it all
happen, thanking them for their time
and dedication. He also thanked the
club’s tournament sponsors.

McIlear triumphs
GOLFING prospect Lee
McIlear cemented his
position as top junior at
Awali Golf Club. The Audi
Junior Series consisted of
eight rounds in which Lee
picked up first place in all six
that he entered.
With some excellent
scoring throughout the
weeks and standing strong
against the competition,
McIlear headed into the final
stage facing a challenge from
fellow 12-years- olds, Luc
Garrett and Faris Jafar.
Garrett pulled out his best
score in the series to pip
Jafar to second place, no
mean feat as the latter had
been a consistent performer
and never outside the Top 3
places.
There was more good
news for Garrett as he also
took away the prize for the
‘most improved player’

PROUD MOMENT: McIlrear
receives the trophy

after lowering his score by a
massive 22 shots throughout
the eight rounds.
“A huge thank you must
go to Awali Golf Club, Audi
Centre Bahrain and, of
course, to the parents for
their support of Junior Golf.
It’s been a fantastic start
to competitive golf for the
juniors and I’m excited to
see how it develops for the
2018/19 season,” said head
professional Rory Young.

Prize and trophy awards were next
on the agenda.
First, the imminently-departing
ex-captain Dave Bailey was asked to
come forward and, in appreciation
for his service, he was presented
with a glass replica of the Watson
Salver trophy, Bailey having
won the bogey competition in the
2013/14 season with a personal best
score (gross 73) that saw him equal

the record set 49 years earlier.
The captain continued by
applauding the three players who
achieved a hole-in-one during the
season and then announced the prize
winners, with prizes presented by his
good lady wife.
This year saw the inaugural
presentation of an additional inperpetuity trophy - the Martin
Trophy - for ladies best aggregate

gross score over a series of
competitions held throughout
the season. This is a ladies-only
equivalent to the Club’s McGregor
Award, open to both gents and
ladies.
It was mentioned that the reasoning
behind the new trophy is that no lady
ever stands a chance of winning the
McGregor Award, and wishing to
acknowledge the contribution ladies
make to the club, Onny and Joan
Martin donated the trophy and prize
money for 20 years into the future.
As the prize honours were reeled
off, the names of two players
became ever more familiar: Sarah
Hobday and Ali Musbah. The
presentation culminated with
Hobday lauded as the Lady Club
Champion and recipient of the
O’Sullivan Cup, and Ali as the
Club Champion and recipient of the
Kingsbury Cup.
Perhaps due to his advancing years
and declining physical prowess,
Ali decided that all the trophies
were just too much for him, so
consequently chose to take his spoils
away in an appropriately sized
container - a shopping trolley.
This was met with noisy approval
by the audience, especially when
it was found there was just enough
room for Ali as well!
AGC puts the wrap on the season
with its annual general meeting to
be held at the clubhouse at 7pm on
Tuesday, June 13.

CENTRE STAGE: The trophy winners hold up their prizes after the tournament

Ali to represent Bahrain in Turkey
SYED Ali will represent Bahrain in the
finals of a major contest in the Turkish resort
city of Antalya after winning the first-ever
Bahrain stage of the Turkish Airlines World
Golf Cup Tournament series.
Almost 100 players competed in the
recent event held at the Royal Golf
Club and computer teacher Ali won the
competition with 38 points, ahead of
runner-up Abdulrahman Alamar and
Stewart Tankard in third place.
The ‘Nearest the Pin’ competition was

won by Ali Amji in the men’s section
and Hanar Albalooshi in the ladies
contest. Hamad Afnan took the lowest
gross score prize with 74.
“We would like to thank all of our
guests who made the Turkish Airlines
World Golf Cup here in Bahrain a
huge success,” Mehmet Can Taşci,
GM of Turkish Airlines Bahrain, said.
Ali, a Brit of Bangladishi descent, is
an information and communication
technologies teacher at St Christopher’s

School. Winners of the qualifiers
progress to the tournament’s sixth grand
finals in Antalya in November, where
they will have the chance to secure
a place in the Turkish Airlines Open
pro-am, and will fly Business Class with
Turkish Airlines and stay at the five-star
Titanic Golf Deluxe Hotel.
The Turkish Airlines World Golf Cup
series has seen more than 8,000 invited
guests competing in more than 100
tournaments around the world.
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VERMINEX

Pest Control
Professionals in Bahrain
for 35 years- the safest,
government approved
products used.
Tel. 17280188
www.verminexbahrain.com

REMOVAL SERVICES:

VOICEOFSPORT

TROPHY BID: Mourinho and Conte hoping to pick up silverware

probably get hammered and it might
impact their League One promotion
push? Of course they don’t. They
secured a famous victory and the
win actually spurred them on to win
promotion themselves a few months
later.
In fact, Wigan themselves won the
2013 FA Cup final, and in doing so
became the first team to win the Cup
and succumb to relegation in the same

season. Some detractors argue that
the run to the final and balancing the
thin squad with the heavy demand of
a Premier League season is ultimately
what cost them.
Having spoken to numerous Wigan
fans since, and offered them the
choice of swapping the cup win for
their spot back in the Premier League,
not one took it. How can you cherish
the memories of scrapping to barely

PROPERTY FOR RENT

AL AREEN

5 bedroom villa, Built-up area 760 sq.m
Price BD 1,350/- Ref: VI262

LAGOON - RIFFA VIEWS:

5 bedroom villa Built-up area 472 sq.m Price
BD 1,700/- Ref: VI478

Household, office
furniture packing, moving
& general cleaning.
Karam Alkhair.
Tel: 17281007, 39591626

2 bedroom apartment, Built-up area 139 sq.m
Price BD 750/- Ref: AP473

CARGO

1 bedroom apartment, Built-up area 111 sq.m,
Price BD 500/-, Ref. AP469

ALLIED
PICKFORDS

for your move. Professional
Packing/ Shipping of
household effects/ vehicles
by sea/ air worldwide.
Special groupage rates
to the UK. Airconditioned
storage facility. Contact us
today for a survey
and good advice.
Tel. 17735355 / 17731752,

email: info@
alliedpickfords.com.bh
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We’re all up for the cup

FTER months of
anticipation, untold
hours of planning and
with a raucous crowd waiting
with bated breath as they
wave flags high in the air,
there’s only one occasion
on everyone’s minds this
Saturday.
I am talking about the FA Cup Final,
of course. Did you really think I meant
something else?
Many claim that the FA Cup has lost
some of its lustre in recent years. With
the vast sums of money being pumped
into the game, they argue that the cup
means less than it used to.
In some ways, it’s hard to disagree.
Many of the ‘bigger’ clubs use it to
give fringe or squad players a taste of
first team action, and even some of
the smaller clubs, either ones fighting
to avoid relegation from the Premier
League or those tussling for promotion
to the top flight, tend to give their
reserves a run out to avoid what they
perceive as a distraction from a cup
run.
From a fan’s point of view, however,
I’m not buying any of that. Whilst
certainly some members of a club’s
hierarchy may view the tournament
as an inconvenience, the supporters
certainly don’t. It’s still the most
prestigious domestic cup competition
in the world.
Do Wigan Athletic’s wish they’d put
out a reserve team against Man City
in the Fifth Round, knowing they’d

SERVICES
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ZAWIA 2 - AMWAJ:
ZAWIA 3 - AMWAJ:
HIDD

2 bedroom apartment, Built-up area 100 sq.m
Price: BD 300/-Ref. AP463

THE GRAND - SEEF:

1 bedroom apartment, Built-up area 94 sq.m,
Price BD 750/-, Ref. AP467
For more information contact: T: +973 1729 8210
E: admin@starrealestate.bh

PROPERTY
FOR SALE
BREAKER SEEF

1 bedroom apartment
Built-up area 84 sq.m
Price: BD 85,000/Ref. AP588
T: +973 1729 8210

SAAR

5 bedroom villa
Built-up area 480 sq.m
Plot area 352 sq.m
Price: BD 265,000/Ref. VI584
T: +973 1729 8210

NEST TOWER SANABIS
1 bedroom apartment
Built-up area 40 sq.m
Price: BD 39,500/Ref. AP581
T: +973 1729 8210

BUSINESS BAY SEEF
87 sq.m office
Price: BD 85,000/Ref. OF550
T: +973 1729 8210

SITUATIONS
VACANT

CANADA

express entry,
immigration with job
opportunities, Engineers,
Finance, Skilled Workers.
Send CV
info@margholding.com
Tel. 17001882, 35030997

survive, year after year, as opposed to
that fabulous day at Wembley and a
piece of history that can never be taken
away?
This Saturday’s showpiece between
Manchester United and Chelsea
admittedly might not have been the
highlight of the season Jose Mourinho
and Antonio Conte were expecting
when they launched their Premier
League and Champions League
campaigns, but it’s the hand they’ve
been dealt.
Nevertheless, it’s still a prestigious
trophy and the last chance for either
club to win a piece of silverware this
season. United have improved from last
season’s sixth place and a League Cup
success, whereas Chelsea have slipped
from champions to fifth and need the
trophy to claw back some pride.
As a United fan, the FA Cup
has provided me with some of my
favourite memories. In fact, the
first football match I remember was
the 1996 FA Cup final when Eric
Cantona’s half-volley found its way
through the Liverpool defence and
broke the hearts of the Spice Boys.
Then, three years later, United
overcame fierce rivals Arsenal 2-1 in

the 1999 semi-final replay, which in
my opinion still stands as the greatest
football match ever played.
Two gigantic teams at the peak of
their rivalry, United down to 10 men
with Roy Keane sent off, Nicolas
Anelka’s late goal being disallowed
for offside, Peter Schmeichel diving to
his left to claw out Dennis Bergkamp’s
stoppage-time penalty, then Ryan
Giggs slaloming through five Arsenal
players in extra-time to slam home past
David Seaman to score the greatest
FA Cup goal of all time and blessing
us with his glorious chest hair in
celebration.
Nothing will ever top that.
I’m hopeful that come Saturday,
we’ll join Arsenal on 13 titles apiece.
Mourinho is the master of cup
finals and seems to have the mental
advantage over Conte, so I see United
sneaking a narrow 1-0 victory to lift
the trophy.
It remains to be seen who will
present the trophy to the winning
team though. That job usually falls
to the President of the FA, which
for the past 12 years has been Prince
William. However, he is somewhat
preoccupied on Saturday …

SIEBEL CONSULTANT -BAHRAIN
A great opportunity has arisen with a leading financial services firm in Bahrain who
is currently looking for a Siebel Consultant to join their Information technology
team.
Responsibilities:
• Configuring Siebel application using Siebel tools.
• Configuring different Siebel Objects like applets, business components, screens, views,
links, mvg’s, pick lists, associate and shuttle applets, toggle applets, drill downs etc.
• Development of the change requests, new workflows, business services, scripting
(browser/server), runtime events, EAI, EIM interfaces, VBC, EBC.
• Development of the Siebel Open UI.
• Design and develop parameterized BIP reports and also generating the reports using BIP
in console and non-console mode.
• Working with the business users to understand data requirements, functionality and
business processes.
• Providing training and demonstrating the platform to business users.
Requirement:
• Extensive background across multiple Siebel modules with recent experience in Siebel
open ui.
• An excellent understanding of Siebel application architecture, Siebel data model,
configuration tools, adaptors to interface with external devices, and Siebel server side
processes.
• Experience with Siebel tools, Siebel eai, Siebel cti, Siebel eim, task based UI, Oracle,
E-scripting, VB scripting. Extensive background across multiple Siebel modules.
• Minimum of 3 + years working in a Siebel environment looking after Siebel load testing
and upgrading Siebel applications.
• Ideally a Siebel certified individual with a degree/diploma in information technology from
a recognized university.
• Team player who is receptive to new ideas and concepts and understanding the current
platform and how it supports the organisation.

Please send Word CVs and cover letters to
albano.ads@gulfconnexions.com

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

For further details on these vacancies or for more information on our services
please contact us on +973 17565363 or email a Word format CV to
one of our experienced consultants at jobs@gulfconnexions.com
For more jobs kindly refer to our website: www.gulfconnexions.com
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TOP OF THE LEAGUE FOR LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL SPORT

RACING TO VICTORY: The Bahrain team rush to congratulate the royal, right, on the saddle and,
below, the official result and on the course

B

AHRAIN is
celebrating one of
its finest equestrian
achievements as Shaikh
Nasser bin Hamad Al
Khalifa claimed first
place in an endurance
race staged at one of the
world’s most prestigious
horse shows.
His Majesty the King’s
Representative for Charity
Work and Youth Affairs,
Chairman of the Supreme
Council for Youth and
Sport, President of the
Bahrain Olympic Committee
and Captain of the Royal
Endurance Team won the
120km race at the Royal

HORSE RACING

By KRISTIAN HARRISON
kristian@gulfweekly.com

Windsor Horse Show, crossing
the line in five hours, four
minutes and forty-eight
seconds, riding at an average
speed of 23kmph atop his
horse, Vipper De Luriecq.
His win came despite
carrying an injury, but
gritty determination to raise
Bahrain’s flag in Great Britain
paved the way to success.
He said: “I am thrilled to
achieve first place in the race,
which we in the Bahrain Royal
Endurance Team dedicate to
King Hamad, who is always
present and following up

the team’s
participation in
various events.
“Personally,
I’m very proud
to take such a
great victory
here, competing
against top
competitors
from around the
world.
“It was an absolute pleasure
to be able to ride in Windsor
Great Park and to be able to
shake hands with Her Majesty
the Queen. What a pleasure!
“Aside from winning, to
come here and raise my flag
and perform was a great

honour. I’ve
now won three
out of six races
here so I’m at
50 per cent.”
Endurance
riding is an
equestrian
sport based
on controlled
long-distance
races, usually to a maximum of
160km.
The winning horse is the
first one to cross the finish line
while stopping periodically to
pass a veterinary check that
deems the animal in good
health and fit to continue.
Any breed can compete, but

the Arabian horse generally
dominates the top levels
because of the breed’s stamina
and natural endurance abilities.
This was the sixth Royal
Windsor Endurance event, and
a record 125 horses from 18
nations set off in near perfect
conditions to take on the
challenging tracks of Windsor
Great Park. Riders completed
four laps of the circuit and is
a test of skill and stamina for
both horse and rider.
Windsor Castle is the
oldest and largest occupied
castle in the world, with the
original structure built in
the 11th century by William
the Conqueror. It has since

served as a residence for 39
British monarchs, including
The Queen. Indeed, she was
there as a princess for the
inaugural competition in 1943,
which helped raise hundreds
of thousands of pounds for
the British war effort. This
year’s event marked the 75th
anniversary of the show.
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